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The handbook has used resources of Samikshani’s previous counselling 
training programmes as well as added new resources keeping in view the 
curriculum of the Training in Primary Counselling Skills for social workers. 
Samikshani’s resources have been gathered over many years by several 
trainers and experts. We would like to especially mention contributions 
of Ms. Rotraut Roy Chowdhury, Founder Secretary of Samikshani, who 
prepared several of these resources. To these, several new hand-outs 
have been added, mostly prepared by Ms. Chandana Baksi and translated 
into Bengali by Ms. Sahana Nag. Ms. Chandana Baksi and Ms. Sahana Nag 
compiled the handbook. The English version has been edited by  
Ms. Bulbul Baksi and the Bengali version by Ms. Banani Ghosh. It has been 
translated into Hindi by Ms. Sarita Agarwal. 
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Introduction 

 

This handbook is a compilation of handouts created for ready reference of social workers 
attending the three-phase training in Primary Skills in Counselling, supported by TDH and 
conducted by Samikshani. Written in simple language these handouts are meant to support 
the experiential training that the social workers are participating in.  

The handouts are segregated in six clusters thematically. These are not necessarily arranged 
in accordance with the sequence of sessions in the training programme. The training sessions 
are designed based on the felt needs of the participant social workers and also keeping in view 
their gradual development in knowledge and skill levels. The handbook has a thematic 
progression from a basic orientation about mental health to an understanding of child and 
adolescent psychology, from some basic skill development in counselling, to developing 
specific skills in handling trauma survivors, culminating in mental health care needs of social 
workers themselves. Thus, it traverses a full circle from what is mental health to a checklist to 
ascertain the mental well-being of the social worker. 

The training in primary counselling skills are meant for social workers and caregivers to equip 
them with skills for empathetic handling of children and adolescents under their care. The 
training does not equip them with therapeutic skills. In the handbook, we refer to them as 
helpers, and sometimes as counsellors because discussions on some of the topics are derived 
from counsellors’ training programmes. Some of the generic skills are similar but therapeutic 
counselling involves diagnostic formulation and much more in-depth exploration and specific 
interventions, which have not been included in the course. 

Each of the clusters begins with a short introductory note to make the intent or the principle 
underlying the segregation transparent. These are not to be used as stand-alone reading 
materials for a comprehensive understanding of mental health issues nor as substitutes for 
skills training. These are essentially created and compiled to support the experiential learning 
and skill development sessions designed across the three phases of training for social workers 
dealing primarily with children, adolescents and women survivors of abuse.  

The handouts are partly from the archives of Samikshani, centre for psychoanalytical studies 
and mental health and training, which has been offering training in counselling and 
interpersonal relationships for the past twenty odd years. Some of the hand-outs have been 
prepared especially for this course. These are mostly adapted from classic literature in this 
field. Some handouts are adaptations from articles available online in various standard 
psychology sites. The adaptations are made by the senior therapists of the organization on 
the basis of their field experiences and in the indigenous context of work of these social 
workers.  
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The clusters are formed around the following themes: 

Cluster 1: Overview of mental health and illnesses 

Cluster 2: Basic Counselling Skills 

Cluster 3: Mental health concerns of children and adolescents 

Cluster 4: Working with child survivors of abuse and trauma 

Cluster 5: Working with women survivors of gender-based violence 

Cluster 6: Mental health concerns of social workers 
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Introductory Note to Cluster 1:  
Overview of mental health and illnesses 

 

 

Cluster One attempts to give a broad view of mental health, mental illnesses and disorders. 
This provides a basic orientation and knowledge base prior to developing skills. Survivors 
and people at the margins, like all others, have mental health issues. However, field 
experience indicates that difficult circumstances often generate stressors that create 
greater mental health challenges for them. Hence working with this community necessitates 
a basic but updated knowledge about mental health which would provide the social worker 
with a functional framework for understanding the mental health needs of the people they 
are working with. Moreover, the social workers need to be aware of their own mental 
health conditions, having to work amidst difficult circumstances.  Early recognition of 
mental health related problems facilitates early referral to mental health services and 
expedites the process of healing and recovery.  
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Handout – 1: What is mental health? 

 
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), mental health is “a state of well-being in 
which the individual realises his or her/his own abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of 
life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to his or 
her/her/him community.” 
 
This definition makes it clear that mere absence of diseases is not enough for being considered 
healthy. However, its emphasis on a “state of well-being” has been questioned by a section of 
the mental health community who believes that in certain contexts a sense of well-being is 
not feasible or, even if manifested, is certainly not a mark of mental health. For example, 
during wartime, if one experiences a sense of well-being while killing people, one cannot be  
said to enjoy a good mental health at the time of scrutiny.  
 
The Committee on Ethical Issues of The European Psychiatric Association drafted a new 
definition of mental health keeping the socio-cultural diversity and exigencies arising out of 
diverse situations. They have proposed a new definition as follows:  
 
Mental health is a dynamic state of internal equilibrium which enables individuals to use their 
abilities in harmony with the universal values of society. Basic cognitive and social skills; ability 
to recognize, express and modulate one’s own emotions, as well as empathize with others; 
flexibility and ability to cope with adverse life events and function in social roles; and 
harmonious relationship between body and mind represent important components of mental  
health which contribute, to varying degrees, to the state of internal equilibrium. 
 
Universal values here refer to respect and care for oneself and other living beings; 
recognition and connectedness between people; respect for the environment; respect for 
one’s own and others’ freedom.  
 
The concept of “dynamic state of internal equilibrium” is meant to reflect the fact that 
different life epochs require changes in the achieved equilibrium: adolescent crises, marriage, 
becoming a parent or retirement are good examples of life epochs requiring an active search 
for a new mental equilibrium.  
 
All components proposed in the definition represent important, but not mandatory, aspects 
of mental health; as a matter of fact, they may contribute to a varying degree to the state of 
equilibrium, so that fully developed functions in one may offset an impairment in another 
aspect of mental functioning. For instance, a very empathetic person, highly interested in 
mutual sharing, may compensate for a moderate degree of cognitive impairment, and still find 
 a satisfactory equilibrium and pursue her/his life goals. 
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In this context it is important to remember 
that being mentally healthy and being 
mentally ill are part of a continuum and it 
is possible to travel from one end of the continuum to the other under varying circumstances. 
For example, a mentally ill person undergoing treatment in an accepting and conducive 
environment will move towards mental health. Conversely, a mentally healthy person under 
the influence of a traumatic incident or prolonged environmental stress can move towards 
mental illness.  

 

Reference: 

World Psychiatry 2015 (June) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4471980  

 

  

 

                    

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4471980
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Handout -2: What is mental illness? 

 
A mental illness is a disease that causes mild to severe disturbances in thought and/or 
behavior, resulting in an inability to cope with life’s ordinary demands and routines. There 
are more than 200 classified forms of mental illness. Some of the more common illnesses 
are depression, bipolar disorder, dementia, schizophrenia, and anxiety disorder. Symptoms 
may include changes in mood, personality, personal habits, and/or social withdrawal.  
 
Mental health problems may be related to excessive stress due to a particular situation or 
series of events. Mental illnesses may be caused by a reaction to environmental stresses, 
genetic factors, biochemical imbalances, or a combination of these. With proper care and 
treatment many individuals learn to cope or recover from mental illness or emotional 
disorder. 
 

Warning Signs and Symptoms  
 
In Adults, Young Adults and Adolescents:  

• Confused thinking  
• Prolonged depressed mood (sadness or irritability) 
• Feelings of extreme highs and lows  
• Excessive fears, worries, or anxieties 
• Social withdrawal  
• Dramatic changes in eating or sleeping habits  
• Strong feelings of anger 
• Strange thoughts (delusions)  
• Seeing or hearing things that aren’t there (hallucinations) 
• Growing inability to cope with daily problems and activities 
• Suicidal thoughts  
• Numerous unexplained physical ailments  
• Substance abuse 

 

In Older Children and Pre-Adolescents: 

• Substance abuse  
• Inability to cope with problems and daily activities 
• Changes in sleeping and/or eating habits 
• Excessive complaints of physical ailments  
• Changes in ability to manage responsibilities – at home and/or at school  
• Defiance of authority, truancy, theft, and/or vandalism  
• Intense fear  
• Prolonged negative mood often accompanied by poor appetite or thoughts of death 
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• Frequent outbursts of anger 
  
In Younger Children: 
• Changes in school performance  
• Poor grades despite strong efforts 
• Changes in sleeping and/or eating habits  
• Excessive worry or anxiety (i.e. refusing to go to bed or school) 
• Hyperactivity  
• Persistent nightmares  
• Persistent disobedience or aggression  
• Frequent temper tantrums 
 
 
Reference: 
Mental Illness and the Family: Recognizing Warning Signs and How to Cope 
http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/recognizing-warning-signs  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                      

 

 

http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/recognizing-warning-signs
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Handout – 3: The Ten Personality Disorders  

Personality is the way of thinking, feeling and behaving that makes a person different from 
other people. An individual’s personality is influenced by experiences, environment 
(surroundings, life situations) and inherited characteristics. A personality disorder (PD) is a 
way of thinking, feeling and behaving that deviates from the expectations of the culture, 
causes distress or problems in functioning, and lasts over time. 
 
Most people with a personality disorder never come into contact with mental health services, 
and those who do usually do so in the context of another mental disorder or at a time of crisis, 
commonly after self-harming or breaking the law. Nevertheless, personality disorders are 
important to health professionals, because they affect the presentation and management of 
existing mental disorders. They also result in considerable distress and impairment, and so 
may need to be treated “in their own right.” Whether this ought to be the remit of the health 
professions is a matter of debate and controversy, especially those personality disorders 
which are predisposed to anti-social activity, and which are often treated with the primary 
purpose of preventing crime. Below is the characteristic of ten personality disorders. Please 
note that features of personality disorders may be found among adolescents, but a diagnosis 
of PD can only be made after age 18.  
 
1. Paranoid Personality Disorder 
 
Paranoid personality disorder is characterized by a pervasive distrust of others, including 
friends, family, and partners. As a result, this person is guarded, suspicious, and constantly on 
the lookout for clues or suggestions to validate her/his fears. S/he also has a strong sense of 
personal rights: s/he is overly sensitive to setbacks and rebuffs, easily feels shame and 
humiliation, and persistently bears grudges. A large, long-term twin study found that paranoid 
PD is modestly heritable, and that it shares a portion of its genetic and environmental risk 
factors with schizoid PD and schizotypal PD.  
 
2. Schizoid personality disorder  
 
The term “schizoid” designates a natural tendency to direct attention toward one’s inner life 
and away from the external world. A person with schizoid PD is detached and aloof and prone 
to introspection and fantasy. S/he has no desire for social or sexual relationships, is indifferent 
to others and to social norms and conventions and lacks emotional response. A competing 
theory about people with schizoid PD is that they are, in fact, highly sensitive with a rich inner 
life: they experience a deep longing for intimacy but find initiating and maintaining close 
relationships too difficult or distressing, and so retreat into their inner world. People with 
schizoid PD rarely present to medical attention, because despite their reluctance to form close 
relationships, they are generally well-functioning and quite untroubled by their apparent 
oddness. 
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3. Schizotypal disorder  
 
Schizotypal PD is characterized by oddities of appearance, behavior, and speech, unusual 
perceptual experiences, and anomalies of thinking similar to those seen in schizophrenia. The 
latter can include odd beliefs, magical thinking (for instance, thinking that speaking of the 
devil can make her/him appear), suspiciousness, and obsessive ruminations. People with 
schizotypal PD often fear social interaction and think of others as harmful. This may lead them 
to develop so-called ideas of reference – that is, beliefs or intuitions that events and 
happenings are somehow related to them.  
 
4. Antisocial Personality Disorder 
 
Antisocial PD is much more common in men than in women and is characterized by a callous 
unconcern for the feelings of others. The person disregards social rules and obligations, is 
irritable and aggressive, acts impulsively, lacks guilt, and fails to learn from experience. In 
many cases, S/he has no difficulty finding relationships – and can even appear superficially 
charming (the so-called “charming psychopath”) – but these relationships are usually fiery, 
turbulent, and short-lived. As antisocial PD is the mental disorder most closely correlated with 
anti-social activities, s/he is likely to have a criminal record or a history of being in and out of 
prison.  
 
5. Borderline personality disorder  
 
In borderline PD (or emotionally unstable PD), the person essentially lacks a sense of self and, 
as a result, experiences feelings of emptiness and fears of abandonment. There is a pattern of 
intense but unstable relationships, emotional instability, outbursts of anger and violence 
(especially in response to criticism), and impulsive behavior. Suicidal threats and acts of self-
harm are common, for which reason many people with borderline PD frequently come to 
medical attention.  
 
6. Histrionic personality disorder 
 
People with histrionic PD lack a sense of self-worth and depend on attracting the attention 
and approval of others for their well-being. They often seem to be dramatizing or “playing a 
part” in a bid to be heard or seen. People with histrionic PD may take great care of their 
appearance and behave in a manner that is overly charming or inappropriately seductive. As 
they crave excitement and act on impulse or suggestion, they can place themselves at risk of 
accident or exploitation. Their dealings with others often seem insincere or superficial, which 
in the longer term can adversely impact their social and romantic relationships. This is 
especially distressing to them, as they are sensitive to criticism and rejection and react badly 
 to loss or failure.  
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7. Narcissistic personality disorder  
 
In narcissistic PD, the person has an extreme feeling of self-importance, a sense of 
entitlement, and a need to be admired. S/he is envious of others and expects them to be the 
same of her/him. S/he lacks empathy and readily lies and exploits others to achieve her/his 
aims. To others, s/he may seem self-absorbed, controlling, intolerant, selfish, or insensitive. If 
s/he feels obstructed or ridiculed, s/he can fly into a fit of destructive anger and revenge. Such 
a reaction is sometimes called “narcissistic rage” and can have disastrous consequences for 
those involved. 
 
8. Avoidant personality disorder 
 
People with avoidant PD believe they are socially inept, unappealing, or inferior, and 
constantly fear being embarrassed, criticized, or rejected. They avoid meeting others unless 
they are certain of being liked and are restrained even in their intimate relationships. Avoidant 
PD is strongly associated with anxiety disorders, and may also be associated with actual or felt  
rejection by parents or peers in childhood.  
 
9. Dependent personality disorder  
 
Dependent PD is characterized by a lack of self-confidence and an excessive need to be looked 
after. This person needs a lot of help in making everyday decisions and surrenders important 
life decisions to the care of others. S/he greatly fears abandonment and may go through 
considerable lengths to secure and maintain relationships. A person with dependent PD sees 
her/himself as inadequate and helpless, and so surrenders her/his personal responsibility and 
submits her/himself to one or more protective others. Overall, people with dependent PD 
maintain a naïve and child-like perspective and have limited insight into themselves and 
others. This entrenches their dependency, leaving them vulnerable to abuse and exploitation.  
 
10. Obsessive-Compulsive personality disorder  
 
This PD is characterized by an excessive preoccupation with details, rules, lists, orders, 
organization, or schedules; perfectionism so extreme that it prevents a task from being 
completed; and devotion to work and productivity at the expense of leisure and relationships. 
A person with Obsessive Compulsive PD is typically doubting and cautious, rigid and 
controlling, humorless and miserly. Her/his underlying anxiety arises from a perceived lack of 
control over a world that eludes her/his understanding, and the more S/he tries to exert 
control, the more out of control s/he feels. His relationships with colleagues, friends, and 
family are often strained by the unreasonable and inflexible demands s/he makes on them. 

Reference: Psychology Today, The Top 10 Personality Disorders 
https://www,psychologytoday.com/us/blog/hide-and-seek/201205/the-10-personality-disorders  
 

https://www,psychologytoday.com/us/blog/hide-and-seek/201205/the-10-personality-disorders
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Introductory note to Cluster 2:  
Basic Counselling Skills 

 

 

This cluster of 10 handouts focuses directly on primary skill development in counselling and 
communication. Counselling is a type of communication that is different from our daily 
interpersonal interactions. The social worker has to learn and develop a habit of attending 
to, listening and responding in a way that will help the person s/he is working with, trust 
her/ him, open up to her/him and share her/his problems. These handouts are created to 
act as ready references supporting the hands-on training in counselling and communication 
skills. It starts with an elaborate explanation of what is counselling and what it is not. From 
the concept level, the handouts move towards skill development. This cluster also includes 
handouts on some of the inadvertent but unavoidable processes involved in counselling like 
transference and counter-transference.  
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Handout – 4: What is counselling?  
 
Counselling is one of several strategies we can use in our work. The different strategies that 
can be used are: 

i. Direct action: Taking action yourself or directly intervening to meet someone’s needs. 
For example, if someone’s having a problem communicating with her/his boss, you 
call up the boss directly on her/his behalf. 
 

ii. Giving advice: Making suggestions about a course of action to take. For example, if 
someone is having difficulties sleeping, you suggest to the person to meditate, 
undertake exercises, relax, refrain from having coffee etc. 
 

iii. Teaching: Helping someone acquire the skills and knowledge they need to deal with 
things themselves, e.g. showing how to write a letter.  
 

iv. Counselling: Helping someone explore issues in a way that enables her/him to decide 
what to do. It addresses and helps a person deal with emotional states generated by 
circumstances, e.g. if someone is having difficulties sleeping, asking her/him what 
keeps her/him awake and encouraging her/him to talk about it.  
 
Though counselling is a distinct activity especially used for helping people to deal with 
their distress, the counselling approach is often helpful for dealing with children and 
adolescents in distress. For example, if an adolescent is experiencing interpersonal 
problems with peers, we often ‘counsel’ her/him, rather than give advice or intervene 
directly because the counselling approach helps her/him find her/his own solutions 
and will lead to her/his empowerment. 
 
We often also use a combination of strategies when working with people, depending 
on the context. 

 
For someone to be able to work with you in a counselling mode on an issue that 
concerns them, that person must:  

• Be able to trust you 
• Feel that they are being listened to 
• Feel that you are useful to them and able to clarify the issue. 

 
You should be able to convey:  
 
 
 RESPECT EMPATHY WARMTH 
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This can be done by showing that you are listening, showing that you understand 
and that you care. You can only do this if you are genuinely interested and want to 
work with this person.  
 
You also need to believe that people have the capacity to take control of their own 
lives and people have the capacity to change.  

 
When do I counsel? 

First, ascertain what the person is asking for. If they simply require information, then give 
them information. It is also important to be clear on what kind of service you can offer. It is 
the person’s choice whether s/he uses your service. You should help her/him make an 
informed choice. The onus is not always on you to decide whether a person should go for 
counselling.  

You can ensure that if anyone wants time to talk over an issue, they know they can approach 
you. You can help them recognize when counselling is an appropriate strategy to adopt, such 
as when a person needs help clarifying the issues for themselves, explore them and focus on 
their feelings.  

You can also help by being clear about when you have time available and when you don't. It's 
important not to be seduced by the fact that someone wants to talk to you and just drop 
everything else to do it. Is it the right time for you? Are you feeling in the right state to be 
listening well to someone? It is far better that you set another time and do it well than that 
you do it immediately and badly. You can explain this to someone and they may be 
disappointed, but your message will be a respectful one.  

Be wary of people coming up to you at 4:50, when you leave at 5:00. Do you stay and talk, or 
do you make another time? Anticipate distractions. 

Also, are you the right person? People often approach you because of who you are. They are 
choosing you especially. This doesn't mean you have to work with them. However, in many 
situations, they start talking to you because you are the only person there. It may then become 
apparent that there might be someone more appropriate for them to talk to. There is no rule 
that says that just because someone talks to you to begin with that it has to be you they see 
the next time - unless you told them that was the case. Issues to consider may be age, gender, 
culture, race, personality, subject matter. If only you are working for your organisation, and 
you feel someone else might be more appropriate, you can always refer to someone outside 
of your organization, if you feel it would be best and the person you're working with feels the 
same. 
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How do I do it?  

First, consider the surroundings. Are you in the best place? Is it comfortable enough? Are 
you going to be interrupted? If there is a time restriction, make sure you both know it from 
the start. Be warm and friendly from the start (important to remember if you're feeling 
nervous, tired, etc!)  

The following are techniques you might find useful. Remember they are tools, not rules.  
i. Begin with small talk  

- helps you both to relax and get used to talking  
- if it's a while since you last talked, it can help to show you remember things from before 
(respect)  
- Be wary of it going on so long that you avoid issues.  
 

ii. Be mindful of your body posture  
- if you are relaxed, it can help the other person relax  
- we often betray how tense we are, or nervous, in the way we use our bodies  
 

iii. Make eye contact: 
- if established early and appropriately, it shows you are listening  
- don't stare and be conscious of the fact that some people do not use eye contact 
themselves in the way you might. Cultural variations, the state of mind of the person, the 
age etc. may inhibit a person from making eye contact.  
 

iv. Give non-verbal prompts such as nodding and smiling  
- conveys warmth, friendliness, and that you are listening  
- doesn't interrupt  
- shows you understand 
- reflects the feelings that the person is having  
- encourages  
If overdone, they can be distracting. 
 

v. Verbal prompts: 
 "Mmm", "I see", "Go on", but not agreements, such as ‘you’re right’, or emotional 
affirmations, such as ‘Oh! That must have been terrible!’. (Please see the Handout 10 – 
“Intentions underlying responses”). 
- same functions as nonverbal prompts  
- can be used to focus on the feelings that person is having by picking up on key words, e.g.: 
"I don't know, I'm confused" "Confused?" 
 

vi. Reflecting:  
Hearing the feeling a person is expressing and saying it back to them in their own words so 
that they can hear it, or in words that closely resemble what they are saying. Do not put 
words into their mouths. 
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E.g. "I've felt lonely for some time, with no one to talk to. Nobody seems to care. " 
"You've been lonely”, and “You have felt uncared for – you feel – do your feelings really 
matter to anyone?” 
- shows that you understand the feelings 
- validates the feeling because when you state it, it makes it real and they can move on from 
there. Remember, validation is not agreement. 
 

vii. Restatement: 
Paraphrasing what had been said, saying it in your words.  
E.g. "I've felt lonely for some time, with no one to talk to. Nobody seems to care." 
"It sounds like you feel quite isolated." 
- allows you to check that we have interpreted correctly  
- shows you are listening and understand 
- gives the person a wider vocabulary to use to describe their emotions  
- can show that you have accepted what has been said, particularly if they are worried that 
you may have been shocked by something that was said.  
 
viii. Voice:  

- Be clear and relaxed. Be aware that you may be speaking too quickly or that you're squeaky 
with nerves! 
 

ix. Questions:  
- help to explore the issues and clarify  
- remember to use open questions rather than closed ones:  
Closed question: "Do you hate them?" They can be answered in ‘yes’ and ‘no’. 
Open question: "How do you feel about them?" They open conversations and help deeper 
explorations. 
-avoid multiple choice questions as they are hard to answer and often distracting. 
 

x. Clarifying:  
Asking for clarification, e.g. "Is this what you wanted to talk about?", making sure you both 
understand. Or, “Can you help me understand this …?” 
- shows that you want to understand 
- useful for getting additional facts  
- helps them to express more sides to an issue  
- focuses their attention on clarifying and understanding an experience or feeling, "Do you 
mean this...?"  
- encourages them to be specific and clear.  
 
You may need clarification because:  

a) The situation being described is difficult to grasp because of its complexity or it's 
outside your experience. If so, concentrate harder or slow it down.  
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b) They don't have a clear idea of what they mean. Ask them to explain or explore it 
further, gently.  

c) You didn't hear what they said. Ask them to repeat.  
 
It is important to be prompt in clarifying, otherwise it can lead to a real muddle later.  
 

xi. Summarising:  
The summing up of what has been said so far; 
- can be used when the conversation has reached a natural pause and a lot has been said up 
to that point  
- can be used when they get lost  
- can be used to end a session and evaluate  
- can be used to end a counselling relationship  
- brings everything together as a whole picture in their mind  
- can be used as a springboard as to where to go next, to focus more specifically on one 
particular point/aspect  
e.g. "Of all things you've mentioned so far, which is the most important?"  
Remember to offer summaries in a way that the person can say "No, that's not it."  
In all that we do, we are trying to concentrate on the emotional state of the person and focus 
on feelings . People often come for help because they have got to such a pitch with things that 
they can't see the wood for the trees. By focusing we are trying to find some clarity in the 
chaos.  
 
Also, we live in a society that doesn't focus on feelings at all, so it is something most of us 
require help with. We are often caught unawares by feelings, get confused about what we 
really feel and don't know how to deal with them. As a counsellor, you can help people to feel 
that their feelings are legitimate, and they are entitled to experience them. It does not, 
however, mean that you agree with their behavior or their intentions. Recognition is not 
agreement.  We can give a more extensive vocabulary for feelings, affirm them and validate 
them.    
 
Pitfalls and barriers to be aware of: 
 

i. Appropriate self-disclosure:  
To refer directly to our own experience or give information about ourselves.  
E.g. "Something like that happened to me"  
- can help people to trust us, by showing that we are genuine and that we trust them.  
- encourages trust in return  
- can enable people to disclose their own feelings and ideas more  
Must be used carefully, and when appropriate otherwise it can negate that person's feelings 
and belittle them, e.g. "Oh yes, I know all about that, I had an experience just like that." It can 
also sidetrack away from the point. It may also encourage unhelpful curiosity about the 
counsellor. 
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ii. Challenging/confronting:  

Before you do this, think! This implies saying that you suspect the person is not telling the 
truth, e.g. “What you say contradicts what you have earlier”.  
It can be used if you have a strong suspicion that they're not telling you the truth or feel 
you're being manipulated. It cuts the crap.  
- shows you're human too  
- might help them to see what they're doing cannot intimidate and that they risk losing your 
trust. On the other hand, it may also make them more resistant to opening up.   
 

iii. Barriers to listening  
• On-off listening: Mentally slipping away for a while periodically. 
• Glassy-eyed listening: Pretending to listen whilst going glassy-eyed. Nobody is fooled 

by it for long.  
• Fact listening: Trying hard to remember all the facts, which often gets in the way of 

you listening to what is actually being said. What about the feelings? Remember to 
listen to the whole of it.  

• Pencil listening: Holding a pencil, keeping notes. Can be distracting and can prevent 
them trusting you. If necessary, jot down key words to jog your memory and explain 
what you are doing.  

• Open ears, closed mind: Pretending to listen when in fact, you have already 
switched off either because you have decided they are boring, or predicted what is 
going to be said, or it has all got too complicated for you. It can also happen if the 
person says something which clashes with something you strongly believe in or says 
something you disagree with. We stop listening and get defensive.  

• Hubbub listening: Often there are many distractions when you are trying to talk with 
someone. You can manage some of them right from the start, e.g. put your phone in 
flight mode or in silence; but there are others, like traffic sounds, that require 
practice to shut out!  

 
In listening and counselling, it is important to remember that we are striving to be non-
judgmental, or at least to be aware of our assumptions. You are not going to get on with 
everyone you work with, but that does not necessarily mean you can't work with them. We 
are not here to judge their actions, beliefs and behaviours. Similarly, we may not like the 
decisions that the people we are counselling make, but if we are supporting people to make 
their own decisions, then we generally have to accept the decisions they take.  
 
Similarly, it is important to be non-directive. This means that we don't tell people what to do 
when we're counselling.  
 
Power 
 
How do you share power with the person you are working with?  The more the person you 
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are working with is in control of the counselling situation, the more they take agency for 
sorting out their challenges for themselves. Hopefully, this means that they are more satisfied 
with the outcome and in the process, they are equipping themselves to deal with similar 
situations in the future without being dependent on you. This becomes an empowering 
process for them. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If the counselor takes over and mainly does the bottom three of the list, the most likely 
outcome is that the immediate problem may go away, but the person may be left feeling 
helpless, more dependent, indebted to us, and more pressurized to conform than before. It 
therefore has only short-term benefits. 

Remember: 
Problems are always personal. Events and situations, you come across may be similar to those 
you have dealt with before, but the perceptions, reactions, and feelings will be different with 
each person. No one reacts in an identical way to anyone else in an identical situation, even 
though there may be similarities. 

You are also unique. None of the techniques described here make you a good counselor on 
their own. You will have your own style and way of working which will suit you. Explore it, 
adapt and use techniques within that framework. Make them work for you. The most useful 
skill you can have is your own instinct and feelings. Learn to use them. 

 
Reference: 
Leeds University Careers Development Unit: Kim Hager, D. Harris, Lynn Hilburn, Deb Dobbin,  
Ruth Hood, Tish Elliot 
Rogers C.R. (1951), Helpee Centered Therapy Constable and Robinson Ltd. London 2003 
 

The counselee in 
control 

The counsellor in 
control 

 Counsellor 

• Listens 
• Draws out 
• Reflects 
• Clarifies 
• Questions 
• Summarizes 
• Suggests 
• Advises 
• Prescribes 

Figure 1 Power Factor in Counselling Situation 
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Handout – 5: Attending Skills 

When attending to a person asking us for help, we should keep in mind that our manner of 
attending may make the helpee feel safe and accepted or humiliated and rejected. A 
guideline for appropriate attending is given below. It is summarised in short as S O L E R.  

 

Sit squarely - Face the person, usually sitting face-to-face  

Open posture - Keep arms and legs in open position  

Lean forward - Lean upper part of your body forward, but not too forward bringing you too 
close to the person 

Eye Contact - Maintain eye contact without staring  

Relaxed attitude - Maintain friendly, relaxed attitude  

 

The Helper needs to be aware of the importance of body messages in any interaction. These 
can be welcoming, rejecting, pleasant or unpleasant, distracting (repetitive foot movement), 
disturbing (tension, impatience). This applies to both the Helper and the Helpee. Body odours, 
being over-casual, over-reacting, glancing at your watch repeatedly can give negative signals 
to a person.  
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Handout – 6: Good Listening 

Attentive, perceptive, open-minded listening is the foundation of any helping process.  

When the Helper/Counsellor is a good listener, the person we are working with:  

− feels accepted, affirmed, understood  
− feels motivated to give more information about her/him 
− feels open to sharing experiences and feelings 
− develops self-help skills 
− takes responsibility and a problem-solving approach 
− reduces defensive bahaviour 

The Helper needs to practice both inner listening and outer listening  

Inner Listening:  Involves listening to your own thoughts and feelings. It generates/sends 
responsive, understanding messages. 

Outer Listening: Focuses on the speaker, it generates understanding and empathy. 

Barriers to Persuasive Communication 

i. Body messages: dress, smell, posture, expression, fidgeting, some types of touch, 
gestures, lack of eye contact, tension, physique.  

ii. Barriers in the Listener: poor command over language, feeling pressurized, lack of 
attention, anxiety, indifference, disrespect, inhibition, anger, mistrust, sexual 
feelings, threatening or feeling threatened, low intelligence, attitudes, prejudices, 
poor empathy.  

iii. Barriers in the Speaker: talking too much, monologues, poor language skills, 
inhibition, anxiety, anger, aggressiveness, sexual feelings, mistrust, stammering, low 
intelligence, attitudes, prejudices, poor empathy, being unassertive, authoritarian, 
threatening, feeling pressurized, showing indifference, disrespect.  

iv. Physical condition: fatigue, illness, tension.  
v. Socio-cultural and socio-economic differences: age, gender, religion, poverty, 

education, values, community.  
vi. Disorganized presentation of the message.  

vii. Information overload - more than the listener can absorb.  
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Handout – 7: Possible Sources of interference to listening located in the helpee  

Helpee characteristics  

i. Lack of trust in the Helper  
ii. Shyness  

iii. Inner rules that inhibit disclosure  
iv. Anxiety and tension  
v. Diminished self-awareness  

vi. Difficulty acknowledging and/or expressing feelings  
vii. Exhibiting threatening emotions, e.g. anger, appreciation, sexuality  

viii. Engaging in a competitive power contest  
ix. Not seeming to listen to the helper  
x. Lacking clarity regarding the intentions of the message  

xi. Leaving material out because of incorrectly assuming that it is known to the Helper 
xii. Encoding message rather than communicating it directly  

xiii. Not matching vocal and body with verbal messages  
xiv. Sending distracting body messages  
xv. Having poor vocal communication, e.g. speaks quietly, stammers  

xvi. Having heavy accent  
xvii. Having poor command of language 

xviii. Talking too much, delivering monologues 
xix. Coming from a different culture  
xx. Coming from a different socio-economic group  

xxi. Being of a different gender, age-group, religion, etc.  
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Handout – 8: Possible Sources of interference to listening located in the helper  

Helper characteristics  

Sources of interference to Attention 
i. Hearing difficulties 

ii. Sight differences 
iii. Distractibility, e.g. by noise  
iv. Fatigue, illness  
v. Low attention span 

vi. Unfinished business, personal agendas, thinking of something else  
vii. Time pressure 

viii. Time lag, daydreaming  

Sources of interference to Receiving Messages 
i. Memory difficulties  

ii. Leaving out, adding, substituting material  
iii. Limited intelligence  
iv. Being out of touch with feelings, and hence unable fully to receive another's 

feelings  
v. Poor skills of identifying and labeling feelings  

vi. Poor skills at reading and understanding vocal and body messages  
vii. Selective listening in areas of personal need and prejudices 

viii. Anxiety and threat  
ix. Insufficient cross-cultural awareness  
x. Theoretical blinkers  

xi. Premature conceptualization of helpee's difficulties  
xii. Anxiety about how to respond  

xiii. Feeling under pressure to get results  
xiv. Sympathy rather than empathy  
xv. Lacking decoding skills  

xvi. Lacking assertion skills 
xvii. Inability to identify the main focus of the matter 

Sending discouraging messages to helpees  
i. Demonstrating poor attention and receptiveness  

ii. Sending discouraging body messages  
iii. Lacking capacity for empathic response  
iv. Lacking capacity for helpful questioning  
v. Being perceived as less than competent  

vi. Being perceived as less than trustworthy 
vii. Being perceived as less than attractive  

viii. Language deficits, e.g. for communicating with ethnic minorities 
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Handout – 9: How to be a good listener... 

• Put your own beliefs systems and emotions aside 
• Stop talking  
• Be non-judgmental 
• Don't interrupt  
• Remove distractions  
• Try to understand the speaker's point of view 
• Be patient  
• Don't argue  
• Don't praise  
• Use questions sparingly or use "what" and "how" questions (open-ended 

questions) 
• Try repeating the MAIN message you hear  
• Don't try to add or subtract from the main message 
• Don't focus too much on your thoughts and replies  
• Listen for feelings  
• Accept feelings you hear  
• Be aware of your own feelings  
• Don't jump to conclusions or solutions  
• Observe nonverbal signals, i.e. mood shifts, changes in posture, expression  

Listen for: 

− 'Feeling' words  
− Concerns  
− Frustrations 
− Hesitations: (try to explore reasons behind hesitation - confidentiality? Fear of losing 

control? Fear of not being understood? Doubt about the listener's efficiency?  

Avoid: 

− Listening only to facts  
− Denying your own (personal) values  
− Being emotionally (over-) involved 
− Telling about yourself - matching event by event, experience by experience  
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Handout – 10: Intentions Underlying Responses 

Responses to a speaker's message may be of different kinds: EISPU 

 

Evaluative: making judgments of good/bad, right/wrong, should/should not do 
something etc. For example, “This isn’t right”, or “This is correct”. Evaluative 
responses can be both positive evaluations or negative evaluations. 

Interpretative: inferring meaning or intention behind a problem/statement. For example, 
“This reaction was the result of jealousy you feel for your sister”. 

Supportive: providing reassurance, pacifying. For example, “You have done a great job!” 
“Don’t worry, everything will be fine.” 

Probing: questioning, seeking further information, usually using open questions. For 
example, “What happened?” 

Understanding: confirming with the speaker that the listener has understood the 
message correctly. For example, “It seems that when this happened you 
felt…” 

We avoid evaluative responses in counselling, whether positive or negative, because it 
conveys a judgment.  

Interpretative responses are risky and requires experience to make good hypothesis about 
underlying thoughts and emotions. They are used in advanced stages of counselling and by 
experienced therapists.  

Supportive responses make people dependent and are used sparingly, only in cases when a 
person really needs some support.  

Understanding responses are the most helpful.  

Probing should be appropriate and can alienate a helpee.  

An accurate response considers the following:  

i. Content: the actual words used, non-verbal messages.  
ii. Depth: how serious/superficial is the message.  

iii. Meaning: Response should neither add nor omit meaning/matter.  
iv. Language: Language of response should be simple to ensure accurate 

communication. 
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Handout – 11: Rephrasing, Reflecting and Reframing  

The counselling process involves communication between the helpee and the counsellor. This 
communication is different from the social communication that we engage in in our daily 
interpersonal interactions or the transactional communication that we undertake to meet the 
functional demands of our life. 

The helpee comes to the counsellor usually with a problem that she is unable to cope with 
satisfactorily. Some helpees like to talk about their problems openly while some need 
assistance in opening up. When a helpee shares a problem, she needs to be heard and 
understood. This enables the helpee to trust the counsellor and encourages her/ him to open 
up further. But how will the helpee know that the counsellor has heard her/ him attentively?  

Rephrasing is the process by which the counsellor gives back to the helpee the data she has 
collected from what the helpee has shared. The content of what the helpee has shared is 
rephrased, rather than repeated verbatim, to reassure the helpee that the counsellor has 
understood the verbal content of her/her/him sharing. In rephrasing the counsellor cannot 
add to or omit from the content shared by the helpee.  

Example:  

Helpee: I worry about every thing. I have two big boys who are neither married nor do they 
have any proper career yet; I live in a big family where there are a lot of complications; my 
husband's health is also not keeping well these days; I am non-working; I have everything to 
worry about.  

Rephrased by counsellor: You are very anxious. Your sons have not settled down yet, your 
husband has some health issues, and you feel scared as you are not financially independent. 
Besides there are other problems in the bigger family bothering you.  

Reflecting to the helpee is the process by which the counsellor communicates to the helpee 
the feeling component that she could capture from what the helpee has shared. An effective 
reflection on the part of the counsellor will make the helpee feel deeply understood and 
encourage her/her/him to trust the counsellor more and open up further with her/him deeper 
concerns. Reflection also validates the feeling the helpee is experiencing and this relaxes the 
helpee significantly.  

It is often followed by a probing question to help the helpee delve deeper into the issue. 

Example:  

Helpee: I should not have done it but I again yelled at my colleague! I feel miserable and I 
think I am losing it.  
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Reflection by Counsellor: You regret it deeply that you could not keep your calm in office. 
Are you feeling anxious that you may be heading towards a crisis/breakdown?  

Reframing: After the helpee has shared her/her/him problem and felt understood, it is the 
responsibility of the counsellor to help the helpee explore possible ways of coping with the 
problem. In order to do so, the counsellor has to help her/her/him consider the problem 
from other angles.  

Reframing is the process by which the counsellor tries to help the helpee look at 
her/her/him problem from an alternative perspective. This is done by asking questions and 
making the helpee think from an alternative framework. It often involves several steps.  

Example:  

Helpee: For the last couple of months he has been very rude and dismissive. He keeps on 
saying that he wants to be out of this marriage and seems to be hell bent on giving me a 
tough time. He has been so difficult and uncommunicative!  

Reframing by Counsellor: Last couple of months is he generally keeping to himself or is he 
specifically avoiding you?  

Helpee: No, he is keeping to himself. He went to the hills all by himself and ever since he had 
come back. He is not even going out of the house much.  

Reframing by Counsellor: S/he seems to be lost in himself. Can there be any reason for such 
withdrawal into self? Has it happened before?  

Helpee: Oh yes, only when he would have grass. Of late his intake has increased. Can it be 
because of that? May be, he is having some psychological problems.  
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Handout – 12: Acceptance, Empathy, and Congruence 

Unconditional Acceptance  

Unconditional acceptance means accepting a person as s/he is, with all characteristics, 
strengths and limitations. Unconditionally accepting a person does not mean that we 
support all behavior or thoughts. It entails separating the behavior from the person. A 
mother who accepts her child unconditionally will not reject her/him because s/he has failed 
to meet her expectations.  

To accept others unconditionally, two conditions must be fulfilled:  

i. One has to accept one's own self first, with all the strengths and limitations one 
possesses.  

ii. One also needs to accept the helpee(one who has come for help) as a human being 
with all their potentialities and deficits.  

Accepting oneself involves:  

i. Becoming aware of one's own strengths and limitations, both positive and negative 
thoughts and feelings. 

ii. Becoming aware of how one feels when owning those characteristics. 
iii. Striving towards moving forward with all those characteristics. 

If a person accepts her/her/him own limitations as a human being, then the same acceptance 
can be developed for the person coming for helping. The helper's role is not that of a judge to 
decide on what is good or not good for the helpee; rather it is one of facilitating the person to 
choose her/his own direction.  

Empathy  

The helper will try to enter into the helpee's frame of mind, try to sense or feel what the 
helpee is feeling, but without being driven by these emotions. A helper will avoid being carried 
away by the helpee's feelings, as being engulfed with such emotions/perceptions will obstruct 
the deeper insight and detachment required for exploring suitable approaches to helping the 
person in distress.  

Empathy can be of two levels, namely, basic empathy, i.e. touching the helpee's feelings and 
communicating accordingly, and advanced empathy, which involves a deeper exploration of 
the other's feelings based on overt and covert behaviour.  

Recent and latest studies and findings in this field show a positive correlation between 
empathy and helping outcome. This is attributed to three factors: 

i. Self-exploration of the helpee due to unconditional acceptance of self.  
ii. Self-understanding of the helpee on the basis of self-exploration. 
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iii. Self-confidence of the helpee arising from this understanding.  

Empathy on the part of the helper enables the helpee to -  

i. Identify her/his own thoughts and feelings.  
ii. Understand what these thoughts and feelings mean to her/him/her/her/him.  

iii. Own these thoughts and feelings.  
iv. Identify which of these are viewed as threatening and the reasons for this perception.  

 

Congruence  

Congruence is a concept developed by Carl Rogers, a psychologist. As per this concept, each 
person has an “ideal self”, i.e. who they want to be – their goals, ambitions, the way they 
would like to see themselves. Each person also has a “self-image”, i.e. their image of what 
they are in real life. If the “ideal self” and “self-image” are close to each other, then the person 
can be said to be in a state of congruence. Such a person will be relatively satisfied and will be 
able to focus on self-actualisation, i.e. developing to their full potential. However, very often 
the ideal self and the self-image are incongruent, which means that the way we perceive 
ourselves and what we would like to be are very different. This results in a state of 
incongruence, which generates distress. This means that the person is unable to accept 
her/himself the way s/he is. So, empathy and unconditional acceptance from the therapist 
will gradually help the person accept her/himself and move towards congruence. 
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Handout 13: Transference and counter-transference 

‘Transference’ in the helping situation  

‘Transference’ occurs in all kinds of relationships. It is a general phenomenon, where one 
person (the helpee) responds to another person (the helper among others), as if the latter 
were some figure out of the helpee’s childhood. This response is a habitual pattern.  
For example, if as a child I have learnt that I cannot trust my mother or father, that they are 
unjust and punishing people, I will experience a feeling of mistrust and apprehension 
whenever I meet a new person. If a child was very dependent on her/his father, s/he may 
transfer the dependence to other authority figures in her/his adult life, such as her/her/him 
boss.  
 
Transference responses may be positive, i.e. loving, trusting feelings, or negative, i.e. feelings 
of anger, hate, mistrust, fear, etc. Transference is unconscious.  

Note: 

In a therapy situation, a working alliance develops between the counsellor and the person 
s/he is working with, which may be described as an agreement to work together on certain 
issues and goals and a bond that enables the therapy to move forward.  A working 
alliance/rapport may be strong and positive, even while a helpee is going through a phase of 
negative transference. This means that even though the helpee is feeling negative towards 
the counsellor, there is a belief and trust that the helper will help the helpee to overcome the 
‘bad’ feelings.  

 
How will I know that a response is ‘transference’? 

i. A certain behavior/attitude/expectation is a regular feature and shows a pattern. 
ii. There is no justification for this behavior in the helping situation, i.e., nothing has 

occurred in the helping situation that could have caused such behavior or could have 
caused it in such magnitude. 

iii. Certain behaviours may be highly exaggerated (being demanding like a child), or there 
is no emotional response at all to what the helper says/does. 

What is being transferred?  

i. Habitual ways of relating to others (mistrust, fear of rejection, dependence etc) which 
are close to consciousness and can easily be recognized and corrected when the 
counsellor/helper provides an experience that does not promote it but at the same 
time accepts the person as s/he is. 

ii. Deep unconscious layers with core old feelings about life, which seem to be almost 
‘undissolvable’ in everyday life.  
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These deep unconscious responses occur only in very close/important relationships 
such as marriage, and in the helping situation. In advanced stages of therapy, these 
have to be addressed by the therapist, which requires a high level of skill.   

Examples of commonly observed transference responses:  

i. Treating other helpees as rivals/competitors (sibling rivalry) 
ii. Being afraid of authority figures (dominating, punishing caregivers) 

iii. Being aggressive/rebellions against authority (childhood abuse) 
iv. Expecting a spouse to take a parent’s role (oedipal over-attachment) 
v. Expecting to be taken care of/given all she/S/he wants (childhood overindulgence)  

vi. Craving for touch and attention (deprivation of love and affection in childhood) 

 

Can a Helper’s behaviour aggravate transference responses?  

Yes. The helper may transfer his/her own unfulfilled needs/feelings of mistrust, rejection, etc. 
on to the helpee.  

For example, a helper may have a strong need for showing motherly behaviour whenever she 
is with children. An unconscious need to be a ‘universal mother’ may encourage more clinging, 
dependent behaviour among helpees. It may also lead to emotional frustration/burnout, in 
the helper when the helpee fails to respond positively to the mothering behavior; the helper 
may feel rejected and in turn reject the ‘ungrateful child.’ 

 

Countertransference of Helpers  

A helper, due to her/his own childhood experiences, may transfer to their helpees, colleagues, 
etc. unsatisfied needs, frustrations, expectations, habitual modes of interaction learnt from 
caregivers. In fact, currently, any emotional reaction of a helper or counsellor towards a 
helpee is called countertransference. 

For example, a helpee’s dependent behaviour may cause the helper to respond in various 
ways – irritation, mothering, anxiety, and self-doubt. A helpee’s rebellious, mistrusting, 
aggressive behaviour may cause the helper to respond with aggressiveness, punishment, 
humiliation, or even indulgence etc. 

It is very important that the HELPER asks her/himself:  

What role am I attributing to the helpee (child or adult)? It may be the role of a child, parent, 
sexual partner, enemy, low creature, etc.  
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What role am I attributing to my co-workers? It may be that of a rival, competitor, protector, 
cheat, person not to be trusted, person to be constantly pleased, person to be afraid of, 
enemy, friend, parent etc.  

What role am I attributing to authority figures? For me they may be punishing agents, fearful 
figures, police, or else I may expect them to be protectors, parent-like, abusers, exploiters, 
dishonest persons, etc. 

The transference of the helpee and the countertransference of the helper are constantly 
interacting as a functional unit. If transferred feelings/expectations/behaviours on both sides 
are recognized correctly by the helper, the helper can use this understanding to facilitate/ 
manage/reduce inappropriate behaviour/expectations/feelings and assist in realistic  
assessment of the helpee’s current situation. 

 

Helper vulnerability  

If the helper has a strong need to be loved and supported and may be vulnerable/easily upset 
by helpees’/coworkers’/authorities’ challenging, criticizing, humiliating behaviours, it may be 
difficult for the helper to do justice to the challenges of his/her work.  

Support and psychological help to helpers is essential to allow them to achieve their full 
positive potential as self-reliant, confident adults, capable of fulfilling the model role in a 
helping situation. 
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Introductory note to cluster 3: Mental health concerns of 
children and adolescents 

 

 

This section of handouts highlights the psychology of children and adolescents. These aim 
to help the social workers understand them and deal with them better and with empathy. 
Some of the issues addressed here are around how young minds develop, the emotional 
vulnerabilities of children and adolescents, their strengths, adaptive and maladaptive 
behaviours. Individuals belonging to this age range undergo rapid physical and 
psychological changes as part of their growing up process. It becomes critical to understand 
what is natural for this age or expected of them and what falls outside the range of 
acceptable behavior. Some such behaviour are caused by developmental malady while 
some are purely discipline issues. In case of mental illness, the social workers can play an 
important role in recognizing the warning signs of mental illness, identifying the need for 
psychiatric or therapeutic intervention and undertaking referral to a mental health expert. 
In case of discipline related issues, it has been our endeavour to assist social workers 
develop skills for positive disciplining.  

In our experience, participatory processes are preferred to the stereotypical ‘reward and 
punishment’ mode of disciplining in positive discipline. This process is often carried out in 
groups rather than with an individual child or adolescent. To assist the social workers in 
conducting such groups, we have included a couple of handouts on group dynamics and 
group facilitation in this section.  
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Handout – 14: Different Aspects of Child Development  

i. Development of the body (physical development)  
ii. Development of the mind (intellectual/language development) 

iii. Development/expression of emotions (emotional development)  
iv. Development of values/attitudes (moral development)  
v. Development of relationships (social development)  

vi. Development of self-image (Who am I? Am I good/bad? Am I worthy of being loved? 
Am I no good?) 

 

The different aspects develop side by side. The rate of development, however, varies with the 
conditions of upbringing, such as physical, social and intellectual stimulation, language model, 
exposure to environmental influences (socio-cultural and socio-economic), behavioural 
models etc.  

There may be greater development of one aspect, say physical or intellectual, but inadequate 
development in other aspects, such as social interaction, poor language skills, antisocial 
behaviour patterns etc.  

Over or under development in any one aspect mayl lead to behavioural and/or other 
mental/physical disorders.  
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Handout – 15: Core Determinants of Children's Mental Health 

The factors listed below are major influences on a child's development from conception 
onwards. Normal development does not imply problem-free development, rather a successful 
resolution of phase-specific challenges and hurdles.  

 

i. Inherited, constitutional potential  
ii. Mother's physical and mental health  

iii. Pre-natal distress may cause post-natal vulnerability  
iv. Birth trauma leading to diverse physical and mental disorders  
v. Socio-cultural influences, like gender perceptions, community, caste.  

vi. Socio-economic conditions, deprivation of food, health care, etc.  
vii. Trauma, bereavement, accident, illness, abuse.  

viii. Disaster, loss of home, persecution, riots, life as a refugee, etc.  
ix. Quality of mothering/nurture - is it 'good enough' or 'not good enough' 
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Handout – 16: Indicators of Pathology 

 

Talk with the child/adolescent. If you feel that the problem behaviour is continuing in spite of 
your sessions with her/him or if you feel that the problem behaviour is gradually becoming 
increasingly difficult to deal with, refer the child or adolescent to a specialist.  

 

Also look out for the following signs; if they continue, refer the child/ adolescent to an 
expert:  

• Extreme restlessness, continuing for days  
• Very aggressive behavior, which is out of proportion, with physical violence, without 

any sign of repentance.  
• Anxiety interfering with normal functions 
• Disturbed sleep 
• Inability to concentrate 
• Extreme day dreaming  
• Depression continuing for days, suicidal thoughts  
• Tics  
• Bed wetting which is continuing  
• Self-destructive behaviour  
• Inappropriate sexual behaviour  
• Self-talking/self-smiling  
• Sees or hears something when no one is present  
• Extremely withdrawn and uncommunicative   
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Handout – 17: Deficit Syndrome in Children and Adults 

 

Behaviours arising from insufficient care and affection in the earliest period of life 

• Unlimited hunger for love, affection and protection  
• Never-ending demands for food, objects, money etc.  
• Acute anxiety of being alone  
• Inability to form satisfying relationships  
• Inordinate clinging to persons from whom help is expected  
• Blind, uncontrollable, destructive rage, leading to guilt feelings and conversion 

symptoms  
• Inability to trust - demands constant reassurance of love  
• Extreme self-centeredness, no close friends, loneliness  
• Acute ambivalence (love and hate) towards mother figure  
• Obstinate rigidity about infantile habits and demands  
• In married life: marital problems due to absence of give and take attitude   

 

These behaviours may be visible in any combination. A child with deficit syndromes may not 
exhibit all the above. 
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Handout – 18: Childhood/Adolescent Depression 

 

The presence of depression in a child or adolescent can be inferred from the following 
symptoms. S/he may experience these in different combinations. The symptoms should 
persist for a period of time for being diagnosed as depression. So, if a child or adolescent 
seems to show a few of these symptoms persistently, it is best to consult a specialist.  

• Shortened attention span  
• Daydreaming  
• Poor grades fall in performance  
• Boredom, listlessness, lack of interest in any activity  
• Somatic complaints like headaches, pains, fatigue, and weakness  
• Withdrawal from others in a hostile manner  
• May join unhealthy company like substance abusers, delinquents  
• Self-injuring behaviour, suicidal ideation  
• Acting-out behavior, such as, violent behavior, anti-social activities, suicide attempt, 

moodiness, rebelliousness, obstinacy, sexual promiscuity, substance use and abuse 
• Denial - most children/teenagers are not aware of being depressed  

 

Prevention/remedial action:  

i. Unconditional love, affection, focused attention  
ii. Eye contact, physical contact like hugging (with caution) 

iii. Being available, approachable, giving quality time  
iv. Being reassuring, encouraging, enforcing positive behaviour  
v. Counseling, psychotherapy  

vi. Medical Help  
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Handout – 19: Personality Development  

 
The Puberty of Girls 

Some general aspects (physical, intellectual, social, emotional) have been discussed 
separately. The girl’s earlier experiences in her/her/him social environment are vital for the 
manner in which she sees her/her/him role in society as a girl and a woman. As she enters 
puberty phase, three overlapping stages can be distinguished. 

1. Pre-Puberty (Approximate age: 11-13 years) 
− There is an urge for increased activity and the direction this activity takes depends on 

parental models, guidance and attitudes. Parents may be balanced, overindulgent, 
over-restrictive, negligent or depriving. Too little love and affection may make a girl 
inwardly and outwardly wayward.  
 

− The girl’s attitude towards her mother is generally ambivalent. She may identify either 
with the ‘good’ mother image or the ‘bad’ mother image. The part she identifies with 
influences her future development. 
 

− The girl’s attitude towards her father and elder brother in a favourable family 
environment usually combines love and attraction.  
 

− Finding fault with parents is a way of emerging out of dependence on parents. 
 

− Incestual molestation or assault is a traumatic disappointment in her/her/him love for 
her/her/him family members, which can have far-reaching consequences for 
her/her/him mental health, later relationships, and sexual behavior/functioning. 

 

2. Puberty (Approximate age: 13-16 years) 
 

− Menstruation trauma: The girl’s reaction to the onset of menstruation varies with the 
type of information she received about it, her mother’s attitude, and the girl’s own 
experience relating to her femininity.  
 

− There is a need to come to terms with physical changes and associated changes in her 
social role.  
 

− The natural tendency of a girl is to protect her body and accept sexual prohibition.  
 

− A girl may experience increased aggressiveness, moodiness, and depression.  
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− The girl shows both a sense of social responsibility and caring, and envy, jealousy, 
even hatred, depending on her attitude towards specific persons.  
 

− Girls are especially sensitive regarding their sense of justice and self-esteem, though 
they may pretend to be callous and insensitive. Hurt feelings may give rise to 
vengefulness and passive aggression.  
 

− In normal development all aspects of her personality develop towards greater 
competence, confidence, and independence.  

 

3. Adolescence (Approximate age: 16-20 years) 

Tendencies initiated earlier develop further in positive and/or negative directions. The 
struggle to find her own identity and position in life continues.  

 
Maldevelopment in female puberty: 

• Masculinity: Development into a ‘masculine’ woman. There is an underlying wish and 
attempt to be (like a) male. Rejecting boys and men, the woman has a need to 
dominate her/her/him boy-friends or husband. She is generally of depressive 
disposition, shows bad temper, and aggressiveness.  
 

• Feminine masochism: Developed from female passivity, sometimes following a 
trauma or sexual assault.  
 

• Histrionic Disorder: Often derived from feminine masochism and conflicts relating to 
her sexuality, neglect, sexual abuse, dysfunctional family and environment.  
 

• Promiscuity/Sexual acting out/ prostitution: May be a further deviation from her 
normal development. Other reasons may be that the girl is debile and sexually 
insensitive or that she cannot be satisfied with just one man, sexual abuse, poor role 
models. 
 

• Dependent/infantile personality: Fearfulness, low self-esteem. 
 

• Adolescent depression: Obsessive-compulsive disorder, sociopathy. 
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Handout – 20: The Puberty of Boys 

Psychologically, the task of puberty (for both boys and girls) is: 

i. to loosen or dissolve old ties with family members to be able to enter into new 
relationships 

ii. to develop their own values, sense of identity, independence, ability to assert 
themselves. 

Emotionally, there is instability, frequent changes of moods from elation to depression, at 
times confusion, often changing to rigorous radicalism in adolescence (in ethical, religious, 
political views, and in general outlook).  

Socially, they exhibit superficial short-lived friendships alternating with intense, more lasting 
ones. Membership in group follow the same pattern. Side by side with the need for social 
acceptance is a tendency towards being alone, to indulge freely in moods and frequently 
overvalued fantasies. An increased suggestibility invites exploitation.  

Physically, the changes lead to a new self-image and revised perception of their role in society 
as a male or female. Erotic feelings are indulged in through day dreams and flirtations rather 
than direct relationships.  

 

Three overlapping states can be distinguished:  

1. Pre-puberty (approximate age: 10-13 years)  
2. Puberty (approximate age 13-16 years)  
3. Adolescence (approximate age 16-20 years, up to 23)  

 

1. Pre-puberty:  

The main task is the development of the sense organs and the senses:  

i. As a weapon in the struggle for existence of the increasingly young person in a hostile 
world  

ii. For a sexual, biological purpose, it enables the individual to find a sex partner suitable 
for her/him.  

Important aspects are:  

• Aggression: The young boy feels provoked both by his own strength and power and 
by the external world, feels provoked by fate that made her/him such a strange 
creature, neither child not adult. This leads to acting out of the aggressive drive.  

• Isolation: The boy stands before a void, feels a kind of isolation, often causing terrible 
anxiety and feelings of being worthless, having no power, no control. The 
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fundamental mood of the young person is one of fighting against this isolation and for 
recovering a position in the world.  

• Experimentation: To explore their powers and test their limits and overcome the fear 
of being thrown into the world.  

• Adult-baiting: Wish to devalue the adult whose superiority is resented. Wish to 
reduce the distance between adult and child, enabling the youngster to discover a 
'likeness' between him and the adult, which gradually removes the sense of isolation, 
leads to a better understanding and progressive identification.  

• Adventure seeking: Mastering demanding, dangerous and frightening situations 
strengthens self-confidence, a feeling of one's own value.  

• Clubs, gangs: Collective bonds provide a sense of belonging, being accepted.  

 

2. Actual Puberty  

Processes initiated in pre-puberty develop further. These include:  

• Psychological repercussions to bodily changes and sensations which may vary from a 
pride in outgrowing childhood to embarrassment, diffidence and fear. Guilt-feelings 
and acute anxiety are often connected with misconceptions about masturbation 
practices, reactions to which depend greatly on childhood prohibitions.  

• Intellectualization, i.e. thinking critically about things and himself, increases which 
helps to contain impulses and impulsive behaviour. Inner disturbances lead to a sense 
of fatigue and absent-mindedness.  

• Assessment of the environment including relationships with family members become 
more objective.  

• The boy's individual Identity becomes more differentiated and integrated.  
• The need for mastering aggressive impulses is a major task. The strength of these 

impulses varies with:  
− inherited psychological tendencies;  
− accumulated sexual energy converted into aggressive energy;  
− reactions to adult's insensitive, inappropriate, negative behaviour;  
− environmental influences, media.  

They seek outlets in both fantasy and reality. 

Whether or not the aggressive energy leads to delinquent or criminal behaviour depends on 
the quantitative distribution of restricting forces (such as conscience, self-control, personal-
cultural development) and impulsive aggressive forces.  
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3. Adolescence  

The struggle for achieving the maturity of independence and adulthood continues. 
Unfavourable earlier developments and maladjustment will also continue to grow, unless 
corrective steps are taken.  

 

Maldevelopment in male puberty  

• Difficulties in development due to over-dependence  
• Juvenile depression and obsessive-compulsive neurosis 
• Substance abuse and addiction  
• Delinquency and criminality  
• Deviant sexual habits  
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Handout – 21: Remedial Measures 

 

To help children and adolescents, caregivers aim to:  

i. Model calm, restrained behaviour i.e. control anger, rude language, negative 
judgments, rejecting behaviour, blaming, and humiliation. Avoid hitting, beating, 
harsh punishments. Focus on promoting new appropriate behaviour.  
 

ii. Model relationship building, i.e. listen, build trust, show understanding, tolerance, 
unconditional acceptance, affection; be flexible to accomodate changing needs. 
Avoid power struggle, force, compulsion, ridicule.  
 

iii. Promote self-esteem, self-confidence, i.e. 
− Give respect, speak in private  
− Assign responsibility, foster reality assessment  
− Develop potentials, reward progress, achievement  
− Accept mood changes, encourage critical thinking, including self-monitoring  
− Grant adequate independence, set limits as age-appropriate to protect the child  
− Channelize energy in constructive ways  
− Encourage fellow-feeling, cooperative attitude  
− Encourage creativity  
− Develop sources of enjoyment, recreation  
− Foster realistic aspirations, acceptance of limitations  
− Foster appropriate self-image and enhance self-esteem  
− Take a child-centric approach.  

 
iv. Help guardians/parents to enable adolescents:  
− to deal with traumatic experiences and problems of living on their own. 
− to develop an awareness of developmental and other emotional issues of the child. 
− to develop a realistic assessment of their life situation and a problem-solving 

approach.  
− to deal with their guilt, defensiveness, and distorted thinking, if any. 
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Handout – 22: What is Positive Discipline? 

 

Positive Discipline is a way of teaching and guiding children by letting them know which 
behaviour is acceptable and which is not in a way that is firm, yet kind.  

Punishment describes methods of control, gained by requiring rules or orders to be obeyed 
and punishing undesired behaviour. Discipline comes from the Latin word 'disciplina' which 
means 'giving instruction to teach.' Recent brain research has confirmed that people learn 
best when they feel safe and connected to others, i.e. in the context of safe relationships. 
Therefore, the goal of positive discipline is to teach by first creating safe relationships with 
children. Connection must come before correction in order for discipline to be effective in the 
long term. The most powerful tool for teaching children is modelling what we want them to 
do or to do.  

Positive discipline is important because of the following reasons:  

i. It teaches children responsibility, self-discipline, problem-solving skills and 
cooperation  

ii. It is respectful to both children and adults  
iii. It builds trust and strengthens relationships, helping form new connections in a child's 

brain  
iv. It builds and maintains self-esteem  
v. It teaches children how to manage their emotions  

vi. It teaches children how to deal with stress in healthy ways  
vii. It invites children to contribute in meaningful ways and develop their sense of 

significance  
viii. It develops strong understanding that one has power or influence over what happens 

to them in life  

How to practice Positive Discipline: 

Look to find solutions that are reasonable, respectful, related, and helpful, rather than to 
manage misbehaviour, in the following ways:  

i. Wait until you are calm to address the issue. You will do your best thinking this way 
and also model an important life skill for the child.  

ii. Show respect by listening to and acknowledging the child's feelings. This also helps 
build connection.  

iii. Model qualities you desire to see in the child. 
iv. Talk to the child about what happened once both of you are completely calm. 
v. Respect the child's boundaries by allowing her/him to avoid eye contact and let the 

child make the first move to engage in physical contact with you.  
vi. Reassure the child that you care.   
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vii. Ask the child to identify how what happened may have impacted others.  
viii. Begin sentences with "I" and share how you felt rather than what the child did. This 

is a less critical way of discussing the situation and makes the child less defensive.  
ix. Ask the child to come up with a plan for reconciliation if others were hurt or property 

was damaged. It is important for the child to participate and actively contribute to 
this plan rather than imposing a plan from above.  

x. Help the child come up with solutions for handling similar situations in the future.  
xi. Convey the message that it is okay to ask for help and talk to someone you trust for 

support.  
xii. Never discipline a child in anger.  

xiii. Avoid reward and punishment mode of reinforcing desirable behaviour. Invite the 
child to a discussion around a plan for self-regulation. However, you can provide 
positive reinforcement of desirable behavior by appreciating it. For example, if a child 
who has been weak in mathematics scores relatively better, you can say that it seems 
s/he has put in efforts and it has bred results. You can also help a child face 
consequence of an undesired action. For example, if a child was supposed to complete 
her/his homework before play time and has neglected to do so, you can negotiate 
that s/he cuts down her/his play time to complete the task. Use these techniques with 
an eye to promote learning and growth in a child, rather than apply them 
mechanically as formulae.  

 

 

Reference: 

‘What is Positive Discipline?’ www.shrd.org  

 

 

 

 

                                                    

 

 

  

http://www.shrd.org/
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Handout – 23: Top Ten Tips for Group Facilitators  

Goal of facilitating group sessions with adolescents: Building teen investment, empowering 
participants and creating youth-adult partnerships 

i. Balancing and encouraging: Helpful phrases – “Who has something to share who 
hasn’t had a chance yet?”, “Does anyone have a different position/idea?” or “We’ve 
heard from a number of you on this side of the room, what about those of you over 
here?” 

ii. Body language: Model active listening with your body and face. If the facilitator stays 
focused on the speaker (teen or organization representative), it sends a message to 
the group. Make them feel that contributions of each member is important. 

iii. Check-ins: At the beginning of a session, do a group check-in. It helps you adjust 
expectations for the day and communicates to the participants that their feedback is 
important. 

iv. Flexibility: Embrace the teachable moments! 
v. Group generated rules: Allows the teens to own the process: they become enforcers.  

vi. Intentional silence: Never underestimate the value of 5 seconds of silence. It is useful 
when no one is responding, as a way to create space, to allow a quiet person to fully 
express her/himself, or to allow a person to reflect on what was said.  

vii. Paraphrasing: Good for affirming someone’s idea and for helping others understand 
the idea if it was unclear.  

viii. Positive Reinforcement: Acknowledge ideas and avoid making judgments on youths 
or opinions, either positively or negatively.  

ix. Relevance: Why does this matter? It may be obvious to you but make sure the group 
is clear on why it is important and how it relates to the goals.  

x. Throw back: Facilitators provide guidance and are not expected to have all the 
answers. When a teen asks a question that you don’t have an answer to or you believe 
the group could answer, throw it back to the group and invite them to find the 
solution.  
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Handout – 24: Managing Group Dynamics 

One of the most challenging tasks of the facilitator is to manage different personalities of 
participants in the group, to ensure that everyone is given a chance to contribute to the 
discussion. Most group discussions will have at least one quiet participant, one dominant 
participant, a rambling participant, and a self-appointed expert. Some strategies for managing 
these common personalities are given below.  

i. Quiet participants: Some participants will remain silent during the discussion or 
provide only short responses to the discussion issues. Quiet participants can be easily 
overlooked by a moderator; however, their opinions are equally important. It may 
take some effort for a moderator to draw out the views of quiet participants. 

Strategy: Use gentle probing, open body language and eye contact to welcome their 
contributions. A moderator may also encourage a quiet participant by reinforcing the value of 
their views by saying, for example, 'Miriam, we also value your views: do you have an opinion 
on this issue?' Use your own judgment while encouraging her/him, take care not put her/ him 
in a spot. You can also generally say, “some participants are quiet; we ware keen to hear 
everyone’s opinions. Would anyone like to say something?” 

ii. Dominant participants: Dominant group members monopolize the discussion by 
being the first to respond to issues or by taking more time than others to contribute 
their views. The challenge for a moderator is to allow the dominant person to make 
their point, but not allow them to dominate the discussion and restrain the 
contribution of others.  

Strategy: An effective strategy to manage a dominant participant is for the moderator to use 
body language to signal reduced interest once they have made their point, by reducing eye 
contact or turning a shoulder towards them. If these strategies fail then a moderator can give 
verbal cues to redirect the discussion to allow others to contribute to the discussion. For 
example, "Thank you for your opinion, John." (Then turn to the rest of the group.) “Does 
anyone else have a different opinion?” Or, “Would anyone else like to share?” 

iii. Self-appointed Expert Participants: Some participants may state that they are experts 
on the discussion topic, proclaim more knowledge than others on the issues, and offer 
their opinions as facts. Although these participants are seldom true experts, they can 
quickly create a hierarchy within the group and intimidate other members by making 
them feel that their contributions are less valued.  

Strategy: The moderator should empower others by stressing that everyone in the group is 
an expert and that is why they have been invited to participate. You can summarise the views 
of the ‘expert’, which will convey acknowledgment and respect, and then face others and ask 
for their views. 
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iv. Rambling participants: Often feel comfortable in the group environment and will 
monopolize the discussion time by giving overly long accounts of their experiences, 
which are often of marginal relevance.  

Strategy: The moderator should manage a rambling participant by avoiding eye contact, 
redirecting the discussion, or by interrupting them to summarise and enable others to 
contribute to the discussion.  

v. The 'Deference' Effect: This occurs when participants say what they think a moderator 
wants to hear rather than voice their own opinions about an issue. If all participants 
tend to agree on an issue or the discussion lacks diversity of opinions, or only 
expresses positive views, it is possible that participants are being influenced by the 
deference effect.  

Strategy: Some strategies for avoiding this are for the moderator to stress that individual 
opinions are valued, to encourage both positive and negative views, and for the moderator to 
refrain from sharing their own viewpoint at the outset so that participants are not aware of 
the moderator's stance on the issues. 

 

Reference: 
Reproduced from OMNI's Toolkit for Conducting Focus Group Discussions, available at  
http://www2.omni.org/docs/Focusing on lot.pdf 
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Introduction to Cluster 4: Working with Child 
Survivors of Abuse and Trauma 

 

 

This cluster focuses on trauma and on the process of recovery from it. The handouts are 
created to help the social workers identify signs of trauma in children, the latter being an 
extremely vulnerable group with little or no vocabulary to verbalize the abusive or 
traumatic experience they had undergone. Along with enabling the social workers to 
identify the signs of trauma and making them aware of the impact of abuse on children, 
there are handouts on how they could offer effective emotional support to trauma 
survivors.  

 

Photo by Fernando @cferdo on Unsplash 
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Handout – 25: Child Abuse 

 
What is child abuse?  
An act by a parent or another person which interferes with a child's optimal development.  
 
Types of abuse:  

i. Disciplinary measures, punishments can be abusive/harmful  
ii. Various forms of physical contact, overtly or covertly erotic or sexual  

iii. Excessive control or excessive liberty  
iv. Excessive demands and pressures  
v. Acts of omission, neglect or passive interference  

 

Common behaviours of deprived, abused, traumatized children:  

• Regressive behaviours like clinging, craving for touch, attention-seeking, bed-wetting, 
nightmares, physical symptoms.  
 

• Low self-worth and associated behaviours like negative feelings towards self and 
others, suicidal thoughts, self-injury, depression.  
 

• Behavioural disturbances like eating disorders sleep disturbances, emotional over-
reactions, sexual acting out, running away, impulsiveness, rebelliousness, 
vengefulness.  
 

• Social maladjustment like mistrust, rivalry, jealousy, fearfulness, withdrawal, 
loneliness, fear of being alone, indifference, manipulative behaviour, superficial 
relationships.  
 

• Poor performance, low concentration, poor motivation, pseudodebility, lack of 
interest, absent-mindedness, day-dreaming.  

Behaviour closely associated with sexual abuse 

Many behaviours are common to various types of abuse. Certain symptoms, however, are 
specifically associated with sexual abuse.  

i. Specifically, sexual symptoms like sexual preoccupations, sexual acting out, excessive, 
and even public masturbation, driven/compulsive masturbation, oral sex, anal/ 
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vaginal intercourse/insertion of objects, using force in sexual activities with younger 
children/animals, extreme fear of exposing genitals (at doctor's chamber, when dressing 
etc.) 

ii. Somatic symptoms with sexual content, like self-injury and smearing blood on 
underpants.  
 

iii. Physical-medical indicators like swollen red genitals, vaginal/rectal tears, vaginal 
discharge, bleeding, rectal bleeding, STDs, etc.  
 

iv. Paternal jealousy like unjustifiable jealousy and paranoia of incestuous fathers 
towards their daughters.  
 

v. Running away from home and prostitution: studies report an association between 
incest and running away as also a connection between prostitution and child sexual 
abuse.  
 

vi. Verbal reports by the child: repeating movements/actions, pointing out body parts, 
verbal descriptions (claims of children 'lying' have been disproved by studies), using 
age-inapproriate terminology, giving specific details, spontaneity and use of age-
appropriate descriptions of the experience, secrecy, fear of offender coming to know.  
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Handout – 26: The Trauma/Abuse Experience 

 

The child feels: helpless, angry, frightened, and worthless  

The Behavioural Impact of Trauma/Abuse:  

i. Mistrust - social isolation, withdrawal, persecutory ideas  
ii. Self-injury - suicide attempt, suicide, accident-proneness  

iii. Emotional maladjustment - numbness, anger, cruelty, aggressiveness 
iv. Misbehaviour - indiscipline, waywardness, cheating, lying, stealing  
v. Performance deficit - poor concentration, pseudodebility, failure  

vi. Fears - Phobias, sleep disturbance, bed-wetting 
vii. Symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTS) - flashbacks, anxiety, nightmares, 

guilt  
viii. Deficit pathology - poor bonding, clinging, possessiveness, dependence 

ix. Inappropriate sexual behaviour - promiscuity, exhibitionism, acting out, fear of 
males, fear of intimacy/touch, compulsive masturbation  

x. Involuntary re-experiencing of physiological and emotional reactions -this is 
triggered by stimuli associated with the original trauma.  
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Handout – 27: Factors Determining the Severity and Type of Symptoms Following Child 
Abuse 

 

The following factors influence the severity and kinds of symptoms a child who has been 
abused may experience: 

i. Age of child: The earlier the abuse, the more vulnerable the child. Puberty again is a 
very vulnerable period.  
 

ii. Relationship with the abuser: The closer the relationship to the abuser (parent, 
sibling), the more severe the impact. 
 

iii. Time Lag: The severity of symptoms decreases with time.  
 

iv. Frequency and duration of experience: The more frequent and prolonged the abuse, 
the more fixed the symptoms become.  
 

v. Personality characteristics: Some persons are emotionally more vulnerable than 
others.  
 

vi. Intelligence level: Both low IQ and high IQ persons are associated with greater 
vulnerability.  
 

vii. Physical or mental handicap: Handicapped persons are more vulnerable.  
 

viii. Degree of deprivation and suffering: Symptoms become more severe with greater 
suffering and deprivation.  
 

ix. Emotional pressure: The greater the emotional pressure is on a child (i.e. to keep the 
'secret') the more severe the symptoms, especially somatic symptoms. 
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Handout – 28: Symptoms of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder in Children 

 

At least three clusters of symptoms must be experienced for at least one month  

1. Re-experiencing the traumatic event  
− Repetitive play and dreams  
− Psychological and physiological distress following reminders of the traumatic event  

 
2. Avoidance of stimuli associated with the traumatic event and emotional numbing  
− Avoiding thoughts or feelings connected with the trauma 
− Restricted affect  
− Sense of foreshortened future  

 
3. Symptoms of arousal  
− Angry outbursts, irritability 
− Sleep disturbance, hypervigilance  

 

Further symptoms/negative coping behaviour reported in some studies:  

− Aggression, anger 
−  Guilt, shame, fear of the event recurring  
− Grief reactions, worry about another person 
− Intervention fantasies 
− Dissociation 
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Handout – 29: Helping Children in Crisis 

 

i. Building rapport and assessing current threats to the child's safety  
− Assess risks from family context, including substance abuse 
− Is there criminal, delinquent and/or inappropriate sexual behaviour?  

 
ii. Identify any symptoms and problems the child may have, such as  
− Nightmares, repetitive trauma-depicting play, physical reactions, 
− Symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder and associated emotional disturbances  

 
iii. Encourage expression of feelings and provide emotional support  
− Being non-judgmental, calm, flexible, and creative in approach is important  

 
iv. Help the child to assess their present life-situation realistically  
− The child's own capacity, resources, environment  
− Help to set new goals, motivate action and decision-making  
− Teach skills for self-protection 

 
v. Evaluate the effects of your interventions and identify follow-up measures  
− Make action plans for vocational training/income-generating skills  
− Facilitate a reintegration into society/family  
− Arrange for legal, financial or placement help as required  
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Handout – 30: What is trauma?  

 

Trauma is a state of intense, unexpected shock resulting in psychological and/or physical 
injury, which creates a fear of repetition of the same trauma-depicting event in the perception 
of the victim. It is as if the person is thrown from one level of existence to another.  

Trauma may be defined as an injury caused by an external event. It derives from a Greek word 
meaning a wound. It is also related to the word 'throe', as in, 'to be in the throes of a painful 
struggle’. When people feel emotionally traumatized, this is exactly what they report. In the 
book Shattered Assumptions, the psychologist Ronnie Janoff-Bulman (1922) described the 
effects of trauma. She reports that people who experience severe psychological trauma suffer 
from a shattering of their basic assumptions of the nature of the world. Before the traumatic 
experience, according to Dr. Janoff-Bulman, such people held three fundamental 
assumptions:  

i. The world is benevolent 
ii. The world is meaningful  

iii. The self is worthy  

After the trauma, all three of these assumptions are called into question. Many say that their 
world has fallen apart. The world stinks, nothing seems to make any sense, and the sense that 
you know who you are and feel reasonably good about yourself is replaced by the feeling that 
there must be something terribly wrong with you, if something so awful has happened to you. 
People who react to trauma this way are said to be suffering from post-traumatic stress 
disorder.  

Sources of Trauma:  

i. Abuse (physical, emotional, sexual) causes severe trauma  
ii. Illness, incapacity/disability  

iii. Bereavement, being orphaned  
iv. Loss of home, property, being driven out as refugees  
v. Living in acute poverty, on pavements, etc  

vi. Natural catastrophes (flood, earthquake, drought, fire)  
vii. Riot, political persecution, public violence  

viii. Police/jail/court experiences/torture.  

 
 
Reference: 
Ronnie Janoff-Bulman (1992) Shattered Assumptions: Towards a New Psychology of Trauma The Free 
Press, Division of McMillan, Inc New York 
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Introduction to Cluster 5: Working with Women 
Survivors of Gender Based Violence 

 

 

 

These handouts pertain to adult trauma, especially those caused by gender-based violence 
on women. These will familiarize the social workers with symptoms of trauma in adults, the 
process of recovery from trauma and the basic tenets of survivor therapy. This cluster 
includes a handout on gender and sexuality to familiarize the social workers with the current 
discourse around these social constructs to help them review the normative dictum in 
society around gender and sexuality. The latter is important as the social workers often have 
to deal with survivors of gender discrimination and are expected to facilitate an exploration 
of viable alternatives to stereotypical solutions. This cluster also includes a questionnaire 
for screening of survivors of domestic violence that is rampant in the communities they 
work with.  
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Handout – 31: Sex and Gender 

 

Sex and Gender Diagram 
 
BIOLOGICAL SEX  
(anatomy, chromosomes, hormones) 
 
male ----------------------------------------------- intersex ---------------------------------------- female  
 
 
GENDER IDENTITY  
(psychological sense of self) 
 
man------------------------------------------two spirit/third gender---------------------------------woman 
 
 
GENDER EXPRESSION 
(communication of gender) 
 
masculine------------------------------androgynous-----------------------------------feminine  
 
 
SEXUAL ORIENTATION  
(romantic/erotic response) 
 
attracted to women------------------------------bisexual/asexual--------------------attracted to men 

 
 
Biological sex, shown on the top scale, includes external genitalia, internal reproductive 
structures, chromosomes, hormone levels, and secondary sex characteristics such as breasts, 
facial and body hair, and fat distribution. These characteristics are objective in that they can 
be seen and measured (with appropriate technology). The scale consists not just of two 
categories (male and female) but is actually a continuum, with most people existing 
somewhere near one end or the other. The space more in the middle is occupied by intersex 
people (formerly, hermaphrodites), who have combinations of characteristics typical of males 
and those typical of females, such as both a testis and an ovary, or XY chromosomes (the usual 
male pattern), and a vagina, or they may have features that are not completely male or 
completely female, such as an organ that could be thought of as a small penis or a large clitoris, 
or an XXY chromosomal pattern. 

Gender identity is how people think of themselves and identify in terms of sex (man, woman, 
boy, girl). Gender identity is a psychological quality; unlike biological sex, it can’t be observed 
or measured (at least by current means), only reported by the individual. Like biological sex, 
it consists of more than two categories, and there’s space in the middle for those who identify 
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themselves as a third gender, both (two spirit) or neither. We lack language for this 
intermediate position because everyone in our culture is supposed to identify unequivocally 
with one of the two extreme categories. In fact, many people feel that they have masculine 
and feminine aspects of their psyches, and some people, fearing they do, seek to purge 
themselves of one or the other by acting in exaggerated sex-stereotyped ways. 

Gender expression is everything we do that communicates our sex/gender to others: clothing, 
hair styles, mannerisms, way of speaking, roles we take in interactions, etc. This 
communication may be purposeful or accidental. It could also be called social gender because 
it relates to interactions between people. Trappings of one gender or the other may be forced 
on us as children or by dress codes at school or work. Gender expression is a continuum, with 
feminine at one end and masculine at the other. In between are gender expressions that are 
androgynous (neither masculine nor feminine) and those that combine elements of the two 
(sometimes called gender bending). Gender expressions can vary for an individual from day 
to day or in different situations, but most people can identify a range on the scale where they 
feel most comfortable. Some people are comfortable with a wider range of gender 
expressions than others. 

Sexual orientation indicates who we are erotically attracted to. The ends of this scale are 
labeled “attracted to women” and “attracted to men” rather than “homosexual” and 
“heterosexual” to avoid confusions as we discuss the concepts of sex and gender. In the mid-
range is bisexuality; there are also people who are asexual (neither attracted to men nor 
women). We tend to think of most people as falling into one of the two extreme categories 
(attracted to women or attracted to men), whether they are straight or gay, with only a small 
minority clustering around the bisexual middle. However, Kinsey’s1 studies showed that most 
people are in fact not at one extreme of this continuum or the other but occupy some position 
in between.  

For each scale, the popular notion that there are two distinct categories, with everyone falling 
neatly into one or the other, is a social construction. The real world (nature, if you will) does 
not observe these boundaries. If we look at the reality, we see that there is a middle ground. 
To be sure, most people fall near one end of the scale or the other, but very few people are 
at the extreme ends, and there are people at every point of the continuum. 
 
Gender identity and sexual orientation are resistant to change. Although we don’t yet have 
definitive answers to whether these are the result of biological influences, psychological ones, 
or both, we do know that they are established very early in life, possibly prenatally, and there 

                                                           

1Sexual Behavior in the Human Male (1948) and Sexual Behavior of the Human Female (1953) are 
known collectively as the Kinsey Reports. It used a seven-point scale developed by Drs. Alfred Kinsey, 
Wardell Pomeroy, and Clyde Martin to understand sexual expression of a person. It has been 
supplemented by The Klein Sexual Orientation grid and the Storms Scale to further define sexual 
expression of persons. 
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are no methods that have been proven effective for changing either of these. Some factors 
that make up biological sex can be changed, with some difficulty. These changes are not 
limited to people who change their sex: for example, many women undergo breast 
enlargement, which moves them toward extreme female end of the scale, and men have 
penile enlargements to enhance their maleness, for example. Gender expression is quite 
flexible for some people and more rigid for others. Most people feel strongly about expressing 
themselves in a way that’s consistent with their inner gender identity and experience 
discomfort when they’re not allowed to do so. 

The four scales are independent. Our cultural expectation is that men occupy the extreme left 
ends of all four scales (male, man, masculine, attracted to women) and women occupy the 
right ends. But a person with male anatomy could be attracted to men (gay man), or could 
have a gender identity of “woman” (transgender), or could have a feminine gender expression 
on occasion (cross dresser). A person with female anatomy could identify as a woman, have a 
somewhat masculine gender expression, and be attracted to women (butch lesbian). It’s a mix 
and match world, and there are as many combinations as there are people who think about 
their gender. 

This schema is not necessarily “reality”, but it’s probably closer than the two-box system. 
Reality is undoubtedly more complex. Each of the four scales can be broken down into several 
scales. For instance, the sex scale could be expanded into separate scales for external 
genitalia, internal reproductive organs, hormone levels, chromosome patterns, and so forth. 
An individual would probably not fall on the same place on each of these. “Biological sex” is a 
summary of scores for several variables.  

There are conditions that exist that don’t fit anywhere on a continuum: some people have 
neither the XX (typical female) chromosomal pattern, nor the XY pattern typical of males, but 
it is not clear that other patterns, such as just X, belong anywhere on the scale between XX 
and XY. Furthermore, the scales may not be entirely separate; if gender identity and sexual 
orientation are found to have a biological component, they may overlap with the biological 
sex scale. 

Using the model presented here is something like using a spectrum of colours to view the 
world, instead of only black and white. It doesn’t fully account for all the complex shades that 
exist, but it gives us a richer, more interesting picture. Why look at the world in black and 
white (marred by a few troublesome shades of grey) when there’s a whole rainbow out there? 
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Handout – 32: Helping Abused Women – A Survivor Therapy Approach 

 

Battered Woman Checklist 

Yes No Does the person you love… 
  1. Have to know where you are all the time? 
  2. Constantly accuse you of being unfaithful? 
  3. Discourage your relationships with family and friends? 
  4. Want you to stop working or attending school? 
  5. Criticize you for little things? 
  6. Anger easily especially when drinking or taking drugs? 
  7. Control all the finances and make you account for every 

penny you spend? 
  8. Refuse to keep a job and force you to pay all the bills? 
  9. Humiliate or insult you in front of others? 
  10. Destroy your personal property or sentimental things? 
  11. Hit, punch, slap, push, pull your hair, kick, throw, twist your 

arms or legs, or bite you or your children? 
  12. Threaten to hurt you or your children? 
  13. Threaten to or actually use a weapon against you or your 

children? 
  14. Demand sex even if you don’t want it? 
  15. Coerce or force you to perform sexual acts you don’t want 

to engage in? 
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Handout – 33: Basic Goals of Survivor Therapy 

Goals 

1. Helping to ensure the woman’s safety 

2. Helping the woman to see alternatives to the abuse and to explore her options. 

3. Validating her feelings, thoughts and choices. 

4. Helping her regain clarity and judgment. 

5. Helping the woman to make and trust her own decisions. 

6. Helping her to heal from the effects of the trauma. 

7. Helping her to re-establish a sense of boundaries. 

8. Helping her to re-establish supportive interpersonal relationships. 

9. Fostering her understanding of the broader socio-cultural bases of her/her/him 
oppression. 

10. Modeling for her/her/him a more egalitarian relationship in which both parties 
contribute to the formulation of goals. 

 

Techniques for Gathering Abuse History 

Gentle open-ended questioning 

− Clarifying terms  
− Four incident technique (See Handout #34) 
− Avoiding Suggestions  
− Obtaining ‘the victim’s own story’ 
− Avoiding victim-blaming  
− A non-judgemental but supportive stance 
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 Handout -34: Crisis Intervention Model for Battered/Abused Women  
 

1. Assess the abuse pattern. Ask the woman to describe four incidents of abuse: the 
first time it occurred, the most recent incident, the worst, and a typical incident of 
abuse. 

2. Gather specific details of abuse – what the batterer/abuser said and how (tone of 
voice, facial features); effects (if any) of drugs or alcohol; body posture, etc.  

3. Find out where the battering/abuse starts. 
4. Have the woman develop a floor plan 
5. Find out what the woman needs to escape 
6. Locate a safe place she can go 
7. Discuss what she should tell her/him – time out, conditions for possible return 
8. Rehearse exit (repeatedly) 

 
Preconditions for Couples Therapy if one of the partners is abused 
 
The batterer/abuser must:  

• Accept responsibility for the abuse  
• Stop all harassment and/or stalking 
• Stop all obsessive thoughts and/or compulsive behavior (should seek individual 

therapy for dealing with pathological symptoms) 
• Learn skills to manage the need for control 
• Learn to manage anger and conflict in non-abusive ways 
• Address key family-of-origin issues 
• Learn new sex-role socialization patterns  

 
 
Stages of Treatment  
 
The five basic stages of Survivor Therapy are as follows:  

 
1. Assessing and labeling the abused  
2. Developing and rehearsing a safety plan 
3. Dealing with the psychological and, in some cases, also the physiological effects of 

trauma  
4. Addressing other psychological effects of the abuse as well as childhood issues 

(including any abuse that may have occurred then) 
5. Preparing for termination 

 
 
In general, helping women achieve safety is a prerequisite for the final three stages devoted 
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to helping her reclaim her own life. Without safety, she cannot be expected to shed the coping 
mechanisms that have protected her further harm but have impeded her growth.  
 
While Survivor Therapy has five basic stages, it is important to bear in mind that it is not a 
rigid approach; it recognizes that each woman will have unique experiences and needs. In any 
given case, the stages may overlap or even spiral back and forth. Further, the therapeutic 
process itself may affect the cycle of violence. Batterers often become more desperate and 
sometimes more violent as the woman herself gets stronger. Ensuring the woman’s safety will 
therefore be an ongoing focus of therapy.  
 

Areas of Psychological Damage in Abused Women with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD) 

• Need for control  
• Anger and rage  
• Sexuality and body image    
• Trust and betrayal            
• Emotional intimacy and boundaries  
• Compliance and confrontation 

 

Factors that perpetuate domestic violence 

Cultural: 
− Gender-specific socialization 
− Cultural definitions of appropriate sex roles 
− Expectations of roles within relationships 
− Belief in the inherent superiority of males 
− Values that give men proprietary rights over women and girls 
− Notion of the family as a private sphere and under male control 
− Customs of marriage (bride price/dowry) 
− Acceptability of violence as a means to resolve conflict 

 
Economic:  

− Women’s economic dependence on men  
− Limited access to cash and credit 
− Discriminatory laws regarding inheritance, property rights, use of communal lands, 

maintenance after divorce or widowhood 
− Limited access to employment in formal and informal sectors 
− Limited access to education and training for women 
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Legal:  
− Lesser legal status of women either by written law and/or by practice 
− Laws regarding divorce, child custody, maintenance and inheritance  
− Legal definitions of rape and domestic abuse 
− Low levels of legal literacy among women 
− Insensitive treatment of women and girls by police and judiciary  

 
 
Political:  

− Under-representation of women in power, politics, the media, and in the legal and 
medical professions 

− Domestic violence not taken seriously 
− Notions of family being private and beyond control of the state 
− Risk of challenge to status quo/religious laws 
− Limited organization of women as a political force 
− Limited participation of women in organized political system 

 
 
Reference: 
Lenore E.A. Walker edited (1994) The Abused Woman, A Survivor Therapy Approach, APA Books USA 
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Handout – 35: Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (Adults) 

Diagnostic Criteria:  

1. Recurrent and Intrusive Memories  
• Intrusive memories  
• Absence of dreams (in acute phase)  
• Re-experiencing the trauma as though the assault is recurring  
• Anniversary reactions and other conditioned responses  
2. High avoidance symptoms  
• 'Forgetting' the trauma 
• Avoiding situations that remind the victim of the trauma  
• Psychogenic amnesia  
• Apathy and loss of interest 
• Estrangement from others  
• Restricted range of affect  
• Sense of doom 

 
3. High arousal symptoms  
• High anxiety, high disorders, panic attacks, phobias  
• Difficulty in falling or staying asleep 
• Irritability or outbursts of anger  
• Difficulty in concentrating  
• Hypervigilance exaggerated and startled response 
• Physiological reactions to events that resemble an aspect of the assault  

Other common symptoms  
• Chronic physical symptoms and psychological distress  
• Sexual dysfunctions  
• Guilt, shame, and ambivalence - leading to suicide/attempts 
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Handout – 36: Recovery from Trauma 

 

The core experiences of psychological trauma are disempowerment and disconnection from 
others. Recovery, therefore, is based upon empowerment of the survivor and creation of new 
connections.  

The counselor should remember that no intervention that takes power away from the survivor 
can possibly foster her/his recovery. In exceptional circumstances where the survivor has 
totally abdicated responsibility for her/ his own self-care or threatens immediate harm to 
her/himself or to others, rapid intervention is required, sometimes even without her/his 
consent. Even in the latter case, the survivor should still be consulted about her/his wishes 
and offered as much choice as is compatible with the preservation of safety. Laws of consent 
have become very strict now with passage of the Mental Health Act India, 2017. As a general 
principle followed internationally, even if a person is subjected to treatment without consent 
due to the nature of her/his ailment, consent should be taken as soon as s/he becomes fit to 
provide it.  

Recovery from trauma unfolds in 3 stages:  

Stage One: Safety  

This is the first stage that should have precedence over other stages of intervention and the 
objective of the stage is to ensure 'safety' of the survivor, as evident from the name of the 
stage. This stage has the following components:  

i. Naming the problem: diagnosis of traumatic symptoms and informing the survivor to 
facilitate the process of mastery as knowledge is power, accepting 'help' is reframed 
as an act of courage 

ii. Restoring control: medication, behavioural techniques for managing stress, 
development of safety plans and establishing a trusting relationship in counseling or 
psychotherapy 

iii. Establishing a safe environment: shelter, being in touch with trustworthy people, plan 
for future protection, police reporting, legal steps, etc.   

 

Stage Two: Remembrance and Mourning  

Without ensuring safety, the second stage is harmful. The objective of the second stage is 
transformation of traumatic memory for integration into the survivor's life story. This stage 
has the following components:  

i. Reconstructing the story - life before the traumatic event, the events leading up to it, 
full vivid description of the traumatic event and bodily sensation  
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ii. Transforming traumatic memory - behaviour techniques like direct exposure, 
progressive relaxation, group therapy, medicine.  

iii. Mourning traumatic loss - venting of rage in safety whereby helpless fury changes into 
a powerful and satisfying form of anger. Fantasy of revenge and fantasy of 
compensation creates impediment to mourning and these need to be worked on. 
Despair may overcome the survivor and suicidal thoughts or tendencies might 
surface. Medication might also be required. 

Successfully working through these enables the survivor to reclaim her own history and 
acquire renewed hope and energy for engagement with life.  

 

Stage Three: Reconnection  

The objective of this stage is development of new self and new relationships. The survivor 
recovers through reconnection with and rediscovery of self and reconnecting with others. This 
stage has the following components -  

i. Learning to fight: strategies for disclosure, self-defense training, recognition of 
'pathological' exaggeration of normal responses to danger and strategizing after 
reality testing 

ii. Reconciliation with Oneself: development of desire and initiative, appreciation of 
her/his adaptive resources, appreciation of her/his ordinary self and also her/his 
'specialness'  

iii. Reconnecting with others: renewal of old friendships, treatment for post- traumatic 
sexual dysfunction 

iv. Finding a survivor mission: transformation of personal tragedy into a social mission  

 

Reference: 
Trauma and Recovery by Judith Herman, M.D., Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 
Harvard Medical School and Director of Training at the Victims of Violence Programme at Cambridge 
Hospital. 
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Introductory note to Cluster 6:  
Mental Health Concerns of Social Workers 

 

 

The handouts included in this cluster are created to support the mental health needs of the 
social workers. The social workers participating in the Training for Primary Skills in 
Counselling are entrusted with the very challenging and stressful job of facilitating the 
rehabilitation process of survivors. The work entails interaction with survivors, 
communication with their family members, negotiation with Government officials amongst 
other stakeholders. The entire process is far from smooth and social workers very often feel 
angry and frustrated, stressed out and demotivated. It is important for them to recognize 
these feelings in themselves and work through them for self-care and for sensitive handling 
of the individuals and groups they work with. A social worker who feels overburdened and 
disempowered will not be able to facilitate the process of empowerment of a survivor. 
Keeping these in mind, the collection of handouts in this cluster includes subjects like anger, 
stress and burn-out and a self-assessment inventory for depression.  

 

                                                                          

Photo by Vero Photoart on Unsplash 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://unsplash.com/photos/9OflqNWhcrE?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/search/photos/self-care?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
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Handout – 37: Anger Management 

 

What is Anger?  

Everybody feels anger at different times, to varying degrees. It's simply part of the human 
experience. Feelings of anger can arise in many different contexts. Experiencing unjust 
treatment; hearing a criticism; or simply not getting what you want are but a few of the 
potential triggers. The experience of anger can range from mild irritation, to frustration, all 
the way up to seething rage. As a matter of fact, even boredom is a mild version of anger in 
the form of dissatisfaction with what is happening.  

While feeling anger is a natural part of being human, it's helpful to think about skillful ways to 
work with it to promote healthy living, rather than feelings of regret about what you said or 
did.  

Why is anger sometimes useful? Without feelings of anger, we wouldn't take a stand against 
unfairness or injustice. Anger is an internal alarm that tells us something is not quite 
right.  Unfortunately, however, far too often, the anger humans feel is triggered by far less 
consequential factors than serious wrongdoing.  

Anger is a Secondary Emotion  

What many people don't realise is that anger is a secondary emotion. What does this mean? 
Typically, one of the primary emotions, like fear or sadness, can be found underneath anger. 
Fear includes things like anxiety and worry, and sadness comes from the experience of loss, 
disappointment or discouragement.  

Feeling fear and sadness is quite uncomfortable for most people; it makes you feel vulnerable 
and oftentimes not in control. Because of this, people tend to avoid these feelings in any way 
they can. One way to do this is subconsciously shifting to anger mode. In contrast to fear and 
sadness, anger can provide a surge of energy that makes you feel more in charge, rather than 
feeling vulnerable or helpless. Essentially, anger can be a means of creating a sense of control 
and power in the face of vulnerability.  

Why do we need to manage anger?  

Anger is a strong and powerful burst of emotion. People get angry for various reasons and 
people also manifest anger in different ways. Some people become violent when they are 
angry while others can stay calm and control their feelings. It is but a normal thing to get 
angry. But there are more reasons why you should control your anger.  

− Anger destroys relationships. When a person is angry, s/he has the tendency to do 
irrational things towards another person. Very often, hurtful words are spoken and it 
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affects relationships. The rule of thumb is that when you are angry, count one to ten 
before opening your mouth to speak.  
 

− If you are always angry and are not controlling or managing it, it can greatly affect 
your health. Common health effects of anger include headache, depression, insomnia, 
and digestive problems. When a person is angry, there is also a higher risk of stroke, 
high blood pressure, or heart attack for those who are already prone to these 
conditions.  
 

− Anger can make you lose your focus. If you are always angry at home, you will not be 
able to spend quality time with your family. If you are always angry at work, it can 
greatly affect your work performance and ruin your relationship with your coworkers. 
And worse, it can cost you your job.  
 

− If you are a person who is always angry, it will badly affect how others accept you. 
You don't want to be labelled by your family, friends, and coworkers as a person who 
is always angry. It may cause them to move away from you.  

Anger may be a normal thing but if left uncontrolled, it can give you emotional, physical, 
physiological, and social effects. However, anger should also not be suppressed because 
bottled anger can cause depression and may explode anytime affecting more people. The best 
solution to anger is to express it in a healthy way. One way is to walk away from the scene and 
calm yourself down when you feel like your anger is getting out of control. You can also seek 
counselling and medical advice from experts. The most important thing is to not let your anger 
overcome you. Instead, you should overcome your anger. That way, you will not be made to 
suffer from the negative effects of anger.  

How to Work with Anger  

When you get angry - whether mild or strong - pause for a moment to check in with yourself 
and see if you can identify the primary emotions driving the anger. If it's hard to notice 
anything but the anger, start by exploring your thoughts, as those are what fuel all emotions. 
Keep in mind that the shift from a primary emotion like fear or sadness into anger mode is 
typically fast and unconscious. Feeling anger may be an ingrained habit for you, which means 
that it can take more time to identify the deeper thoughts and feelings that lie underneath.  

By working with fear, sadness, or both, you will develop more skillful ways of relating to your 
anger. For example, you may find that you have some unresolved grief. Or, you may notice 
that you feel scared about a certain outcome. That's good data for you to work with, as it 
involves addressing a deeper need than the anger.  

 
Reference: 
Psychology Tools: What is Anger? A Secondary Emotion 
https://healthy psych.com 

https://healthy/
http://psych.com/
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Handout – 38: Management of Stress 

 

What is stress?  

Stress is the body's reaction to any change that requires an adjustment or response. The body 
reacts to these changes with physical, mental, and emotional responses. Stress is a normal 
part of life. You can experience stress from your environment, your body, and your thoughts. 
Even positive life changes such as promotion, a mortgage, or the birth of a child produce 
stress.  

The human body is designed to experience stress and react to it. Stress can be positive, 
keeping us alert, motivated and ready to avoid danger. Stress becomes negative when a 
person faces continuous challenges without relief or relaxation between stressors. As a result, 
the person becomes overworked, and stress-related tension builds. The body's autonomic 
nervous system has a built-in stress response that causes physiological changes to allow the 
body to combat stressful situations. This stress response, also known as the 'fight or flight 
response', is activated during prolonged periods of stress. Prolonged activation of the stress 
response causes wear and tear of the body - both physical and emotional.  

Causes of Stress  

Stress is caused when the demands on a person exceed the resources s/he has, to address 
those demands. These demands can be posed by external sources like work pressure, crisis in 
the family, upcoming examination, or by internal sources like high ambition for oneself, 
perfectionism, need to always be in control of things etc. However, even in cases of external 
sources, there is always an internal trigger as people respond differently to the same external 
source. For example, during a crisis in the family, not all members of the family will be equally 
stressed.  

Impact of Stress  

Stress that continues without relief can lead to a condition called distress - a negative stress 
reaction. Distress can disturb the body's internal balance or equilibrium, leading to physical 
symptoms such as headaches, an upset stomach, elevated blood pressure, chest pain, sexual 
dysfunction, and sleeping problems. 

Research suggests that stress can also bring on or worsen certain symptoms of diseases. Stress 
is linked to six of the leading causes of death: heart disease, cancer, lung ailments, accidents, 
cirrhosis of the liver and suicide.  

Stress also becomes harmful when people engage in compulsive use of substances or 
behaviours to try to relieve their stress. These substances or behaviours include food, alcohol, 
tobacco, drugs, gambling, sex, shopping, and the Internet. Rather than relieving the stress and 
returning the body to a relaxed state, these substances and compulsive behaviours tend to 
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keep the body in a stressed state and cause more problems. The distressed person becomes 
trapped in a vicious circle.  

At the emotional level, stress causes anxiety, restlessness, lack of motivation or focus, 
irritability, anger, sadness, and depression. 

At the behavioural level, it can manifest in over-eating or under-eating, angry outbursts, or 
alcohol abuse, tobacco use and social withdrawal.  

Thus, stress has multiple negative impacts on our body, mind, interpersonal relationships, and 
productivity.   

What are the warning signs of stress?  

Chronic stress can wear down the body's natural defenses, leading to a variety of physical 
symptoms, including the following: 

• Dizziness or general feeling of 'being out of it'  
• General aches and pains 
• Grinding teeth, clenched jaw 
• Headaches 
• Indigestion or acid reflux symptoms 
• Increase in or loss of appetite  
• Muscle tension in neck, face or shoulders  
• Sleeping problems 
• Racing heart  
• Cold and sweaty palms  
• Tiredness, exhaustion 
• Trembling/shaking  
• Weight gain or loss 
• Upset stomach, diarrhea 
• Sexual Difficulties 

Tips for reducing stress  

People can learn to manage stress and lead happier, healthier lives. You may want to begin 
with the following tips:  

− Review your expectations from yourself and others; replace unrealistic expectations 
with realistic ones.  

− Release excess stress by sharing your worries with a trusted person and/or keeping a 
journal.  

− Keep a positive attitude.  
− Accept that there are events you cannot control.  
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− Be assertive instead of aggressive. Assert your feelings, opinions, or beliefs instead of 
becoming angry, defensive, or passive.  

− Learn and practice relaxation techniques: try meditation, yoga or tai-chi.  
− Exercise regularly. Your body can fight stress better when it is fit.  
− Eat healthy, well-balanced meals.  
− Learn to manage your time more effectively.  
− Set limits appropriately and say no to requests that would create excessive stress in 

your life.  
− Make time for hobbies and interests.  
− Get enough rest and sleep. Your body needs time to recover from stressful events.  
− Don't rely on alcohol, drugs, or compulsive behaviours to reduce stress.  
− Seek out social support. Spend enough time with those you love.  
− Seek treatment with a psychologist or other mental health professional trained in 

stress management to learn healthier ways of dealing with stress in your life.  

 

Reference: 
Adapted from: What is Stress (Cleveland Clinic)  
https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/articles/11864-stress 
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Handout – 39: Assessing Yourself for Burnout 

 

"Burnout is a state of physical, emotional, and mental exhaustion. It is marked by physical 
depletion and chronic fatigue, by feelings of hopelessness and helplessness, and by the 
development of a negative self-concept and negative attitudes towards work, life, and people. 
The negative self-concept is expressed in feelings of guilt, inadequacy, incompetence, and 
failure.", Ayala Pines, 1993.  

It may be helpful to take a piece of paper and write down the symptoms you are experiencing 
presently and then underline those that have persisted for a month or more.  

Physical  

− Feeling tired or worn out  
− Weight or appetite problems  
− Sleep disturbances 
− Physical health problems or concerns  
− Decreased sexual energy or interest  
− Increased use of sick leave 
− Decreased interest in exercise or other physical self-care  
− Increased use of nicotine, alcohol, or other drugs  
− Chemical addiction relapse 

Emotional and behavioral 

− Regularly feeling emotionally drained 
− Depression persisting for several weeks or longer  
− Long-held resentments or anger towards people  
− Recurring anxiety 
− Regularly feeling lonely or isolated  
− Constant feelings of emptiness or lack of purpose 
− Difficulty in relaxing or unwinding  
− Persistent negative attitude or thoughts  
− Becoming more and more impulsive without regard for consequence  
− Uncontrollable aggressive outbursts (verbal or physical) 
− Decline in interest in personal recovery programme  

Family and social  

− Decreased interest in family members or activities 
− Becoming increasingly irritated or angry at family members  
− Spending more time away from home or family without good reasons  
− Resistance to taking vacations or inability to enjoy them 
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− Difficulty having fun with family or friends  
− Increase in time spent alone  
− Excessive use of television as a way of escaping from problems  
− Heavy stress due to major life changes such as birth, death, or great financial loss  
− Inability to listen to or respond to needs of people you sponsor  
− A lack of feeling support from or having enthusiasm for religious beliefs and 

practices  

Work 

− Dread of going to work or loss of enthusiasm for your job  
− Increased use of sick leave or spontaneous vacation leave  
− Persistent tardiness or frequently leaving early without good reason  
− Decline in ability to listen to or respond to needs and problems of helpees 
− Wasting time or inability to accomplish job duties  
− Increase in resentment or anger towards (or having complaints about) your agency, 

supervisor, colleagues, or helpees  
− Persistent dissatisfaction with job without any effort to make changes.  

You may have had other symptoms not included here that can be added to your list. As you 
review your list, evaluate the frequency and intensity of your most persistent symptoms. A 
pattern may emerge that will help you decide if you are a candidate for burnout and if you 
need to pay special attention to the preventive measures we'll be discussing later.  

What to Do if you Feel Burnt Out:  

Be aware that some symptoms may indicate a more severe problem than burnout, such as 
clinical depression. A significant problem such as this requires help from another professional. 
While you might be able to deal with some of the issues or concerns identified in this inventory 
on your own, it is also important to seek support from others. 

If you do not suffer from a serious emotional problem but are experiencing burnout, review 
your inventory and decide what options you have available to deal with the problems. Can 
you weather the storm and turn things round by yourself? Is it simply a matter of time or 
making some minor changes? Would taking a vacation or time off help? Do you need to talk 
with your supervisor about how things are going at work and review possibilities for change 
in your job duties? Do you need to talk with your family about how things are going at home 
and how your work is affecting all of you?  

If you have concerns about the number of stressors in your life and if you are unsure of what 
to do, discuss the situation with someone you trust - a friend, family members, clergy person, 
sponsor or therapist. An objective viewpoint may be especially helpful if you are facing major 
decisions such as changing jobs or careers or ending a relationship. Use your support network 
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as much as possible. Many of us are quick to advise helpees to seek help and support; we need 
to heed that same advice. 

 

The Key to Wellness - Maintaining Balance In Our Lives 

Avoiding burnout means maintaining a reasonable sense of balance in life - reasonable 
because an unbalanced life is sometimes unavoidable. For example, we may be furthering our 
education to improve career opportunities while continuing to work full time, or we may have 
young children who make demands on our time and energy. Wellness is an ongoing process 
that requires persistent effort if we want to find workable strategies for reducing stress.  

Wellness means balanced living. Here are some characteristics of wellness that are likely to 
be predominant when our life is in balance:  

• Having realistic expectations and goals  
• Being flexible and resilient  
• Being aware of character defects, and accepting personal limitations  
• Prioritizing personal needs (physical, emotional, social, spiritual, and creative) 
• Getting regular exercise, adequate rest, and having an appropriate diet  
• Pursuing dreams and taking risks  
• Gaining satisfaction from day-to-day life (doing things we 'want' to do, as well as 

what we 'should' do to meet responsibilities) 
• Having satisfying relationships 
• Having a sense of belonging, connectedness, and purpose  

 

Reference: 
Dennis C. Daley (1988) Counselor Wellness: Avoiding burnout and managing stress 
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Handout – 40: Beck's Depression Inventory 

 

This depression inventory can be self-scored. The scoring scale is at the end of the 
questionnaire. 

 

1 
0 I do not feel sad. 
1 I feel sad 
2 I am sad all the time and I can't snap out of it. 
3 I am so sad and unhappy that I can’t stand it 

2 
0 I am not particularly discouraged about the future. 
1 I feel discouraged about the future. 
2 I feel I have nothing to look forward to. 
3 I feel the future is hopeless and that things cannot improve. 

3 
0 I do not feel like a failure. 
1 I feel I have failed more than the average person. 
2 As I look back on my life, all I can see is a lot of failures. 
3 I feel I am a complete failure as a person 

4 
0 I get as much satisfaction out of things as I used to. 
1 I don't enjoy things the way I used to. 
2 I don't get real satisfaction out of anything anymore. 
3 I am dissatisfied or bored with everything. 

5 
0 I don't feel particularly guilty 
1 I feel guilty a good part of the time 
2 I feel quite guilty most of the time 
3 I feel guilty all of the time 

6 
0 I don't feel I am being punished 
1 I feel I may be punished 
2 I expect to be punished 
3 I feel I am being punished 

7 
0 I don't feel disappointed in myself 
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1 I am disappointed in myself 
2 I am disgusted with myself 
3 I hate myself 

8 
0 I don't feel I am any worse than anybody else 
1 I am critical of myself for my weaknesses or mistakes 
2 I blame myself all the time for my faults 
3 I blame myself for everything bad that happens 

9 
0 I don't have any thoughts of killing myself 
1 I have thoughts of killing myself, but I would not carry them out 
2 I would like to kill myself 
3 I would kill myself if I had the chance 

10 
0 I don't cry any more than usual 
1 I cry more now than I used to 
2 I cry all the time now 
3 I used to be able to cry, but now I can't cry even though I want to 

11 
0 I am no more irritated by things than I ever was 
1 I am slightly more irritated now than usual 
2 I am quite annoyed or irritated a good deal of the time 
3 I feel irritated all the time 

12 
0 I have not lost interest in other people 
1 I am less interested in other people than I used to be 
2 I have lost most of my interest in other people 
3 I have lost all of my interest in other people 

13 
0 I make decisions about as well as I ever could 
1 I put off making decisions more than I used to 
2 I have greater difficulty in making decisions more than I used to 
3 I can't make decisions at all anymore 

14 
0 I don't feel that I look any worse than I used to 
1 I am worried that I am looking old or unattractive. 
2 I feel there are permanent changes in my appearance that make me look 

unattractive 
3 I believe that I look ugly 
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15 
0 I can work about as well as before 
1 It takes an extra effort to get started at doing something 
2 I have to push myself very hard to do anything 
3 I can't do any work at all 

16 
0 I can sleep as well as usual 
1 I don't sleep as well as I used to 
2 I wake up 1-2 hours earlier than usual and find it hard to get back to sleep 
3 I wake up several hours earlier than I used to and cannot get back to sleep 

17 
0 I don't get more tired than usual 
1 I get tired more easily than I used to 
2 I get tired from doing almost anything 
3 I am too tired to do anything 

18 
0 My appetite is no worse than usual 
1 My appetite is not as good as it used to be 
2 My appetite is much worse now 
3 I have no appetite at all anymore 

19 
0 I haven't lost much weight, if any, lately 
1 I have lost more than five pounds 
2 I have lost more than ten pounds 
3 I have lost more than fifteen pounds 

20 
0 I am no more worried about my health than usual 
1 I am worried about physical problems like aches, pains, upset stomach, or 

constipation 
2 I am very worried about physical problems and it's hard to think of much else 
3 I am so worried about my physical problems that I cannot think of anything 

else 

21 
0 I have not noticed any recent change in my interest in sex 
1 I am less interested in sex than I used to be 
2 I have almost no interest in sex 
3 I have lost interest in sex completely 
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Interpreting the Beck Depression Inventory 

Now that you have completed the questionnaire, add up the score for each of the twenty-
one questions by counting the number to the left of each question you marked. The highest 
possible total for the whole test will be sixty-three. This will mean you circled number three 
for all twenty-one questions. Since the lowest possible score for each question is zero, the 
lowest possible score for the test will be zero. This will mean you circled zero for each 
question. 

You can evaluate your depression according to the Table below. 

Total Score Levels of Depression 
1 – 10 These ups and downs are considered normal 
11 – 16 Mild mood disturbance 
17 - 30 Borderline clinical depression 
21 - 30 Moderate depression 
31-40 Severe depression 
Over 40 Extreme depression 

 

 

Reference: 
http://www.med.navy.mil/sites/NMCP2/PatientServices/SleepClinicLab/Documents/Beck_Depression
_Inventory.pdf  

http://www.med.navy.mil/sites/NMCP2/PatientServices/SleepClinicLab/Documents/Beck_Depression_Inventory.pdf
http://www.med.navy.mil/sites/NMCP2/PatientServices/SleepClinicLab/Documents/Beck_Depression_Inventory.pdf
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